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CHAPTER I 
THE ISSUE DEMANDS A BISLICAL CHRISTOLOGY 
The purpose of this thesis 1s to relate a New Testament 
theology to the explosive issue of race relations in the 
world today. If the Church of Christ is to be the light and 
leaven of the world, then 1t is safe to say that she should 
bear much responsib111ty for alleviating the current racial 
unrest. The writer w111 operate primarily in the field of 
exegetical theology, with complementary references to the 
fields of dogmatic and practical theology. 
We have assumed the task of interpreting a fundamental 
teaching of Scripture 1n the general terms of a theology of 
race and, in particular, of a theology for racial integration 
within the Church. This basic teaching we subsume under the 
heading, "Christ as Creator." 
We shall examine the race issue by looking at the very 
center of all theology, namely, Jesus Christ Himself. We 
shall ask the question, "Who is Jesus Christ?" in terms of 
his relationship to a distressed world1 of people and human 
situations. Does Jesus Christ redeem situations of distress 
today? Does a biblical Chr1stology speak to the matter of 
1In the light of Paul's theology 1n Coloss1ans which we 
shall examine, he would probably prefer the term •universe• 
today. 
2 
ex1st1ng racial barriers? Does the God Who created a un1f1ed 
world concern Himself with racial d1scr1m1nation 1n His re-
demption of th1s world? Positive answers to such questions 
will be attempted in the fellowing three chapters. 
We are suggesting that the most valid approach to the 
problems of d1scr1m1nat1on 1s derived from a proper Chr1stol-
ogy. If we are to begin w1th God rather than man, then we 
oan well begin w1~h the incarnate God as Creator of a new 
un1ty 1n His Body, the Church. In Christ as Creator we are 
able to see God's ultimate revelation of His creative will 
and man's moral reapona1b1lity to that creation. 
By returning to a Ctu-1stolog1cal view of Creation such 
as that held by the Church Father Irenaeue, 2 we hope to dis-
cover some poss1ble theolog1Cal gu1del1nes for the Church as 
well as 1nd1cat1ons of the power that 1s here as she faces 
the challenge of the present racial cr1s1s. OUr research 
basically involves one of the great b1bl1cal treatments or 
the doctrine of Chr1st: Colossians 1:15-20.3 
Before we examine and apply th1s material, we shall 
suggest several preliminary theological problems that may 
2ousta:r Wingren, Man and 111!." lpcarnation: A st1:1d:x: l!1 
the Biblical Theology 9[. Iren eus, translated from the 
Swedish by Ross Maokenz1e Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1959), 
pp. 24-29, 52-5), 70-84, 119-148, 213. 
'unless otherwise indicated, sor1ptural references 
throughout th1s thesis will be to the RSV. 
J 
lie behind some of the church's neglect of the concept, 
"Christ as Creator," which, in turn, may account for some of 
the past 1nd1fference to the race problem on the part of the 
churches. After this we shall attempt a brief analysis of 
the current need in scholarship of applying this doctrine to 
the task of racial integration in the church. 
One thing that p.r•eeents a problem in coming to grips 
with the New Testament concept of Christ as Creator 1s the 
tr1n1te.r1an distinctions of the catholic creeds. In an 
effort to distinguish the three Persons of God, we run the 
risk of diminishing the unity of their purpose. Although 
the Atha.naslan Creed urges us to remember "the Tr1nity in 
Unity, neither confounding the Persons nor dividing the Sub-
stance," the catechism of The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod 
4 titles the first article of the Apostles• Creed, "Creation." 
The Son's work 1n creation, as mentioned in the N1cene Creed 
("by Whom all things were made ••• ") or H1s creative role 
1n the miracles and in the entire work of redemption 1s 
almost lost entirely.5 The Son of God becomes synonymous 
4A Short ExRlanation .Qf. .Q.£.. Martin Luther's Small 
Catechism: A Handbook of Christian Doctrine (st. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1943), p. 9 and p. 90. 
5.Ibid., With the :follo~1ng exceptions: John l:'.3 is 
cbosen~1llustrate that Creation is one of Christ's 
"d1v1ne works,• (p. 104), and Matthew 28:18 to substantiate 
the fact that He "rules over all creatures ••• •" 
(p. 108.) 
4 
with the Jesus known 1n the Gospels, the Father w1th what 1s 
read 1n the Old Testament, and the Holy Sp1r1t w1th churoh 
h1story. Christ as Creator or re-creator, a concept so thor-
oughly b1bl1oal, 1s forgotten. But how can a theology ot 
Chris t speak to such an 1ssue as racial integration 1n the 
church? What business has a first century Redeemer w1th such 
a twentieth century situation? 
Formulations of a theology of creation r1sk certain pit-
falls. One of these lies 1n a static conception of the crea-
tion of the worla.6 Being obsessed with the pristine or1g1n 
of the world , some scholars have confined the Creator 's act1Y-
1ty t o a six-day week a5 ,96au years ago.? This tends to make 
Gode distant deity whose finished work 1e to be admired, 
rather than the eternally creating God to ~hom all history 
must be credited as "H1s story." The God of creation 1s the 
God of preservation, as Luther explains in the first article 
of the Creed. It 1s often overleoked that •faithful ne1gh-
borsn are as much God's creation as the r1b of Adam, and un-
loving neighbors today are as much the concern of the creative 
6 . For this and the following paragraph I am largely 
indebted to ·oustaf W1ngren, ~. e1t. 
7 
.!!2lZ Bible, Authorized Version. 
dates the Genesis aooount at 4004 B.C. 
d1a Publishing Houae, n.d.), p. l. 
Concordia Edition (st. Lou1a: Concor-
5 
Christ as the unloved lepers He once healed. 
Anoth~r reason for the failure of Creation theoiogy to 
involve Christ has been the ignoring of the confl1ot bP.tween 
God's creative will and the destructive forces of ev11. We 
fe11 to understand God as Creator until e deal w1th the ex-
istence of the powerful anti-Creator. The full 1mport of 
what God wants to do 1n the world 1s not grasped 1f we ignore 
H1s role as ttcounter-Creatorn : His oreating of what He called 
0 good" to stand over a gainst .what we know as ev11,8 the 
light to ~ppose the darkness,9 the surrounding fru1t trees 
of Eden over against the middle tree,lO the Seed of the woman 
to overcome the seed of the serpent,11 the resurrection or 
tho second Adam to undo the death of the f1rst,12 the suffer-
ing of believers to complete the sufferings of Christ for H1s 
people.13 A theology of creation without tension and 
struggle w1ll not find Christ relevant to contemporary 1sauea 
involving conflict, nor regard H1m as effective in situations 
today that are bereft of the Creator'o life. A revival or 
theolog1cel interest in the conflict ot our Lord's m1n1stry 
(against Pharisees, Tempter, plotters) could provide another 
opportunity to apply this teaching to the subject which con-
cerns us 1n our thesis. 
8 Gen. 1:18. 
llOe n. 3:15. 
9aen. 1:2-3. 
121 Cor. 15:22. 
10oen. ~ 2 ~ J: -J• 
1
'co1. 1:24. 
6 
The Thomist l o dichotomy of man a s b ody and soul and the 
Gnostic v1ew of soul as being superior to body have also 
contributed to the failure of theology to explore the full 
potentials of the cr eative tiork of Christ so richJ.y pro-
c laimed in the Bible . These false views have produced a 
popular notiou that the church ' s maji:>r conoeru is with the 
souls of people and that her business should be to r edeem 
these s ouls , rather than whole 9ersons with phys ical, psychio, 
and social as well as spiritual needs . Until only about a 
decade ago attempts 1dthi:n The Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 
Synod t o construct a theology of race relations were t here-
fore labeled as 11 soo1al gospeliz1ng. 1tl4 Efforts on t he par t 
of many church people to go beyond ~preaching , teaching, and 
reach1ngn were met with frowns that indicated too much con-
cern for non- ap1r1tua.l matters . A concept of Christ as 
Creator of the whol~ man for- the tiho le lif1= could possibly 
have helped to broaden suoh limited concerns and make the 
Church of Christ more the means f or rede~mi~g people as whole 
persons . 
14An example of such attacks would be a rev1ew ot ~ 
Ne1ghbor .Q!. Another Col or, circulated 1n August 1942 which 
accused t h i s t rea tise on race relations i n t he Church ot ad-
vocat1ng ~soc1al gospel , " and nm1scegena t 1on .n The r eviewer 
seriously considered r ace segregation a s an ad1a9horon that 
had •nothing to do w1th t he spiritual trut hs which Chr1st1an-
1ty teachea. " J1iev1ewer's name wit ~lhel!J ,,A Revlew and 
Opinion on !Jz Neighbor .21:, Another Color (Andrew Schulze, 
Author)," dated August 21, 1942. In ·possess1on of and avail-
able from Andrew Schulze, Valparaiso, Indi ana. (mi meogra phed) 
? 
Another popular 1dea that has hampered the progress of 
the Church 1n 1ts obl1gat1on to oreate unity through Christ 
has resulted from the improper division of the functions of 
Church and State. This 1s the notion which holds that the 
Church's business is souls and the State's responsibility 1s 
bodies. Consequently, the respons1b1lity for rao1al equity 
lies w1th the State, and any movements to rectify wrongs are 
extraneous to the Church's mission to "save souls." The 
f ollowing 1s a typical statement of tt.1s position: 
Being an ad1aphoron, racial segregation 1s subject to 
the laws of the State. For this reason there 1s one 
problem of the State and one of the Church which must 
be kept carefully separate from each other because the 
aims and means of each are not the same, and because 
one of these problems concerns only Christians, while 
the other igncerns all who live together 1n a given 
community.' 
Such logic has produced in many quarters an image of the 
church as being aloof from the injustices of soo1ety and 
unconcerned about the need of minorities to enjoy a full 
share 1n the privileges of the State. This is to say noth-
ing of the common failure of the organized church to extend 
her own privileges to the disenfranchised within her own 
communities. 
One more problem with wh1oh theology must deal 1n 
applying God's creation to Christ and His Church 1s the 
15oerhard Huebener, •scriptural Principles Conoern1ng 
the Racial Problem Controversy,• The Confessional Lutheran 
XVI, no. l (January 195S), 9. 
I 
8 
contemporary institutional view of the Church. This emphasis 
has become standard for much 1nst1tut1onal activism and lack 
of real Church aottv1ty. 
The most conscientious parish priests and ministers are 
tempted to fall v1ctimo to 1t [1nst1tut1onalism], at the 
expense of nurture and even of vital pastoral activities; 
laymen can become so organized and their act1v1t1es so 
routinized that the machinery of church life, smoothly 
oiled, talces the place of the deity in many a i6erarchy of values. Spiritual energies are dissipated. 
The success for which the church 1s striving is called 0 eoul 
winning and keeping." The command of the Creator-Christ to 
witness for Him wherever there are needy people17 is commonly 
understood as a command. to improve statistics. The commis-
sion to make disciples of all men 1s applied to all midd1e-
olass men of the same ethnic and class origin. The Lord's 
will to create a body of d1ss1m11ar yet interdependent mem-
bers 1s all but forgotten in much ecclesiology. In practice, 
the 1nst1tut1on of the church has over-shadowed its witness-
ing mission. I1arty summarized this situation 1n his analysis 
of the suburban church: 
the do-it-yourself cult [is] turned to rel1gil')US ends • 
• • • the suburb also poses 0 a threat to the church's 
witness to Chr1st•s lordship 0 ; it "has introduce~ its 
concept of success into the very center of ohuroh 11fe." 
Advancement, monetary and numerical extension of power 
--these are the measures. ••salvation• and •redemption• 
are disturbing to suburbia ••• the b1bl1oal faith 1s 
l6~lart1n E. Marty, The !!!.!! Sh)pe sit,. American Religion 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959, p. 135. 
17Matt. 28:19-- rrJvt~ 
.,, 
£ ev"? 
I 
9 
rarely met with •••• Yet the church's 1nsulat1on 
from the world was not created by suburbia; 1t has 
found 1ts consummat1on there.1118 
These theological problems bespeak a or1s1s for the 
church as she confronts our present age of r a c1al t ensions. 
That 1s to say, the challenge of existing in a predominantly 
colored world, where the dogma of white supremacy 1s upheld, 
1s basically a theological one. The wr1ter will attempt to 
face the issue by formulating a biblical Chr1stology 1n 
which we see the Creator-Christ offering through His Church 
a divine strategy for racial 1ntegrat1on. 
Let us briefly analyze the curre11t need to apply such a 
theology to the matter of race and the church. The world 1n 
which the church finds herself today has set the standard of 
racial inequality. At best, the world has created the prin-
ciple of "separate but equal." At i t s worst it has fostered 
greed, hate, and silent apathy. 19 The world has been the 
sponsor of unohar1table stereotyp ing, prejudice-prompting 
propaganda and bold practices of d1sorim1nat1on 1n employ-
ment, housing, education, suffrage, and public acoommodat1ons. 
Injustice against the Negro 1n the United States is 
vast 1n 1ts soope and multiple 1n 1ts or1g1ns. Like 
18 I1arty, .Ql?.. ,ill., p. 100. Quot1ng from G1bson Winter, 
In!, Chr1st1an Centur: , (September 28, 1955). 
19Kyle Haselden,~ Racial Problem .!n Chr1st1aIJ, 
Perspeot1ve (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959), PP• 
96ft. 
10 
the banyan, it spreads over a great area and sends 
down many roots. The extent of such oppression, reach-
ing 1~8o every phase of Negro life, 1s common knowl-
edge. 
What about the people of the Church who are to be 1!!. yet 
not 52.f. this world? According to critics, the world seems to 
have gotten hold of the church,21 apparently using her to 
proclaim the status~ teachings of her demonic sponsorship. 
Haselden, looking at the church's own practices since the 
Civil War finds she "has been and 1s the mother of rao1al 
patterns, the purveyor of arrant sedatives, and the teacher 
of immoral moral1t1es.n22 American Protestantism has been 
remarkably slow 1n facing the dilemma of the relationship 
between white and Negro people. 
Protestantism 1s deeply involved 1n this problem. It 
cannot escape responsibility 1n relation to 1ts solu-
tion, a respons1b111ty of which 1t 1s becoming aware 
but in .the discharge of which 1t has made only d1m 
beginnings. The record of its policies and pract1cea 
makes ·1t evident that in many respects 1t baa contrib-
uted to the ser1ousn~~s of the very problem 1t should 
be help1ng to solve. 
20 ~ •• p. 90. 
21cr. Louis Lomax, The Negro Revolt (New York: The 
American Library, 196J), p. 188; also Peter Berger,~ 
Noise of Solemn Assemblies (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday 
& Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 17-90; and Marty, .2.!2.• ,2!l.., PP• 
122-33. 
22 Haselden,~ • .9!i., p. 14. 
23Frank s. Loescher, lll!, Protestant Church apd !n.!. 
Negro:!. Pattern .2! Segregation (New York: Association 
Press, 1948), p. 27. 
11 
Until only a decade or two ago the silence or theolog1• 
cal sem1nar1es24 paved the ~ay for the church's sins ot 
omiss1on, while off1o1aldom and regional leaders followed 
suit. The resulting inadequacy or the local clergyman 1n 
facing the rising tide of racial unrest 1s v1v1dly portrayed 
in a study of the ministers of Little Rock, Arkanaas , where 
the positive influence of the clergy was notably lacking 
during the 1957 crisis: 
The minister finds himself unprepared for the new role~ 
He 1s · tra1ned and experienced 1n the . role of coordi-
nator , evangelist, and adm1n1strator. He knows what the 
specific or1ter1a are for success in .these roles , but he 
has no comparable tra1n1ng, experience , and or1ter1a of 
success ~or the social reformer role . •Actually, we 've 
been taught that controversy 1s unohr1st1an,• pointed 
out one pastor. "I knew I should be doing something,• 
oonf1ded an~iner , "but I am afraid I simply do not know 
what to do.•' 
Until the middle 195o•s very l1ttle was being spoken 1n 
the off1c1al circles of The Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 SyDod 
on the race issue. Perus1ng two important synodical per1od1-
oals, the Concord1a Theological MonthlY26 and !!1!, Lutheran 
24Ev1denced oy the fact that Negroes were refused adm1s-
eion 1n theological inst1tut1ons ot The Lutheran Church--
Missouri Synod as late as 1947. er. letters dated August 
1946 from the president of Concordia Seminary, Springfield, 
Ill., and registrar of Concordia College, Fort Wayne, Ind., 
to a Negro applicant's pastor, the Rev. Andrew Schulze, 
stating that the atudent could not be received. Letters 1n 
possession of and available from reo1p~ent, Valparaiso, Ind. 
2SErnest Q. Campbell and Thomas F. Pettigrew, Christiana 
1!l Raolal Cr1s1a (Washington, D.C.: Publ1c Affairs Press, 
1959), p. l~O. 
26oonogrd1a Theological Monthly, I-XXVII (1930-1956). 
12 
W1tnees27 we f1nd few pos1t1ve articles until after 19.54, 
the year of the May l? Supreme Court Deo1s1on. Even after 
favorable resolutions were passed 1n convention, off1c1al 
publ1cat1ons remained s1lent.28 As a result, congregations 
by the score failed to address themselves to the spiritual 
and soo1al needs of approaching m1nor1t1es until 1n frustra-
tion they sold their property to these groups. 
In the meantime, the church's struggle to realize her 
own 1ntr1ns1o nature does not seem to have kept pace w1th 
the 1nev1table meeting of brothers--blaok face to white face, 
and 1t no longer seems strange to hear prophets say that . this 
confrontation could some day mean a world-wide explosion.29 
What has theology had to say about the church's role 1n 
this crisis? Although church leaders, especially those of 
the eoumen1oal movement, have been making pronouncements for 
almost twenty years, Chr1stolog1oal theology has not fared as 
well 1n speaking relevantly to the field of race relations. 
The earliest effort 1n M1ssour1 Synod circles to arrive at 
this was ~Y Neighbor .2! Another Color.)O The author combined 
27!h!. Lutheran Witness, LXVIII-LXXV (1949-1956). 
28Andrew Schulze, "Can a Churoh Paper Remain Silent?•, 
1b!!. Vanguard, VI (January 1959), land 4. 
29Lomax, gn. ,ill., p. 260. 
)OAndrew Schulze, 11!, Neighbor 9.f. Another Color (st. 
Louis: published by the author, 1941). 
r. 
1, 
a Nev Te·stament analysis •1th such moder.n te.rme as t11ntegra-
tlona and "d1aor1m1nut1on. a Unt1l the 1960's 0 wr1tera of 
var1oua Proteatnnt aff1liat1ona an~ d1ec1pl1nee tended to be 
d1agnoet1o or, at best, moral1st1c in tone o Altbough tlllnJ 
works have made excelle,nt oontr1but1ons to the d1SC\Ula1on ot 
the eoe1ological 2.mpl1oat1011a of the Gospel, their theology 
has been bas1cally dcduot ive. L1ttlo was ..lone exe et1e&ll:,. 
If Ghrist was ment1onQd, it was His teachinge, His occasloual 
example or ut~tement, rather than tt1s entire ereatlTe peraon 
acd work t~t was applied to the 1eGue. Ezagples of theae 
are Crook,31 Haye , :32 and l,opa'' and ev~n ueb ur1t1ng troa 
the Wo1 .. ld Cour,.011 of Chw•oneo • .34 There. wen~e some· exoeptlona--
emallcr offorto th~t d.1d more Justice to !tew Testament 
--------
3lRoger ff. Crook, l!2 SoMth ~ Horth (St o Lou1&: 
Bethany Press , 1949}0 paes1m. 
32senJam1n E. ·Mays, s9ek1nfl' !2 l!!. cnr1,t1sn !Jl lllU. 
Hflat1opf (Bew York: Jh,1endeb1p Press, 1957 • passim. 
33t1aton Pope , Th K1pgdorp B fOP~ Caate (New York : 
Friendahlp :? ··~·:.:; " 19.57j. Pagee 143-160 deal with talee b11>-
l1cal not1ona, set down seYeral paragraphs on Cbr1stology, 
and devote the r eet to 1nterpret1ug Acts and Pauline ttteol-
ogy ot the Church. At page lS6 the oentrs.l mer.usage of the 
New Teeteme»t 1e clearly stated but no elaborat1on 1• made 
aa to how th1a appl1ea to Ood'a new oreat1on or the Cnurob 
for el1mlnst1ng rao1al d1sor1m1net1on. 
'
4a.n example: Da1aUke Kltagawa, •Tneolog1cal and Noa-
Theolog1cal Paotors 1n Baoe Relat1ona,• lhl. EoW1Jp1oal 
Bey1ew, XIII (Apr11, 1961), J),-41. (X1tagowa ada1ta that 
the wr1tere are generally not exe1et1oal and 1eea to be 
grop1·ug; p. JJ.5.) 
14 
theology, notably George Kelsey's l:!l!, Chr1st1an Way .!!l Race 
3'' Relat1ona ~ whioh applies the concept of redemption to the 
American discrimination system, but does not spell out any 
1mpl1oat1ons f or the local parish encounter1ng 1ntegrat1on. 
W1th1n Lutheran Church--Nissour1 Synod circles there wei-e the 
pamphlet,~ Christian~ ~.36 and the reliable offer-
ings of various Lutheran theologians available in the Proceed-
lD&i. of the annual Valparaiso Un1ve1's1ty Institutes on Human 
Relat1ona,37 and from beyond the confines of the Synod t he 
work 1n pamphlet form titled, Gra.oe ~ ~ ,!!! !h!, Lutheran 
Church,38 a Luthe~an reaot1on to Pope ' s work39 which empha-
sizes the creative posa1b111t1es . of the Gospel ill br1ng1n·g all 
men 1nto the un1ty of the Church. 
I n the 1960 1 s more expl1o1tly biblical studies have 
appeared; however , the same weakness 1s evident 1n this 
3Saeorge D. Kels~y, ~The Chr1st1an Way 1n Baoe Rela-
t1ons,n ll!! Chr1st1an ~ !s ~ Relations, edit ed oy 
W1ll1am Stuard Nelson (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1948), 
pp. 29-48. . 
J6 "1ha J. Smallwood, M. Scharlemann and P. Johnson,~ 
Chr1st1an .!.!'!!i~ (st. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 
195.5), passim. 
37Available from the Lutheran Huma.il Relations Associ-
ation or America, V~lpara1so University, Valpa~a1so, Indiana; 
aa ·well as 1n the collection of Concordia Seminary Library, 
St. Louis, Missouri. 
:3SAlf M. Kraabel, Gra21 m Race lD, 111!. Lutheran Ch11.roh 
(Chicago: National Lutheran Counc11--Div1s1ou of American 
Missions, 19S7), pass1m. 
39 Pope, .211• 5t&l., ~assim. 
1S 
literature. In the view of this writer, sol1dly Christo-
log1cal theology wh1ch involves the redempt1on and applies 
1t to the matter of racial 1ntegrat1on and the church 1s 
st1ll scarce. Ev1~ence of this lack might be seen by pe-
rusing three of the most reputed works on the issue: 
1. The title or Kyle Haselden•s book (by the author's 
4 . 
own adm1ssion) O 1nd1oates, despite many excellent insights, 
1ts theological 11m1tat1ons. Haselden•s "Chr1st1an perspec-
tive" 1s based on a deductive treatment of biblical material 
with little supporting exegesis and no clear statement on the 
atonement or appl1cat1on thereof. 
2. James Sellers41 develops an excellent psychological 
atheology" from what he sees as God's speaking through the 
events and oond1t1ona of recent times in the southern part of 
the United States. Pleading for a return to the "wisdom• of 
nauschenbusch's social gospel, he asks for a re-emphasis on 
Calvin's stress on the transcendence of God. The writer goes 
no farther w1th the gospel of redemption than to make it a 
definition of man: that ~which tells us that men have tellow-
42 
ship with each other 1n Jesus Christ.• Dr. Martin 
40 Haselden, .2!?.• .9.1.!., p. 12. 
41 James Sellers,!!:!!. sguJh ~ Chr1st1ap Ethics (New 
York: Aasoc1at1on Press, 19 2 , pass1m. 
42 Ibid., P• 97. 
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Soharlemann •s cr1t1c1sm of Sellers • typ1cal Protestant 
writing (\1h1ch t ends to concern itself with mere ne1ghborl1-
ness) summarizes the l ack of the b1bl1ca l theology we are 
looking f or : 
One whole dimension gets lost 1n this shuffle; namely 
t he church's respons1b1lity to be, w1th1n itself , that 
new commun1ty which God has created 1n Jesus Chr1st to 
t ranscend the tensions and differences that prevail 1n 
and among men. Tha t 1s to say, the Church as such has 
a claim on our f aith and way of l i fe quite distinct from 
the mer e general question of neighborliness. In tact , 
the Church' s primary task 1s to~ that community which 
God has cal led out to ~n1fest and practice a new 
quality of life • •• • 
J. Wil l D. Campbe1144 diagnoses the American church's 
past role 1n r acism and segregation, and also concludes that 
11 t he sovereignty of God 1s the beg1nn1ng and the end of Chr1s-
t1an race relat1ons.•45 The writer makes one passing hint at 
a need f or a theology nor the new creation in Jeeus Chr1st , a 
but only 1n the oversimpli fied terms of a hoped-for unsegre-
gated conclusion, 46 and a later statement that this conclusion 
has not been reached. 47 
4)Mart1n H. Scharlemann, •A Look Around: A Book From 
the South,• !n!, Vanguard, IX (November 1962), J. 
44w111 o. Campbell, .B!.9.!, !!!!S. the Renewal .e!. the Church 
(Ph1ladelph1a : The Westminster Press, 1962), passim. 
4S llz!g, •• p. 58. 
46~ •• p. S4. 
4?1W., p. 60. 
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It 1s therefore our conviot1on that the field is ripe 
for a New Tes tament approach that ope.rates with the great 
biblical theme: "Christ as Creator." We shall not base our 
material on wha t Scripture or Christ ha s said on race rela-
tions, but rather on What He, our creating Lord, is. 
We have chosen a section of Paul's letter to the 
Coloss1ans that was brought to the attention of the Chris-
tian world by Dr. Joseph Sittler in his opening essay at the 
1961 meeting of the World Council of Churches in New Delh1. 
Urging the church to consider Christ as Creator, "that 1n 
everything he might be pre-em1nent,n48 Dr. Sittler said: 
the root-pathos of our time is the struggle by the 
peoples of the world in many and various ways to f1nd 
some principle, order, or power which shall be strong 
enough to conta in the raging "thrones, dominions, 
principalities" which restrict and ravage human 11fe.49 
Pleading that the doctrine of redemption through grace be 
brought w1th1n the scope of the doctrines of creat1on and 
nature, Sittler said: 
a doctrine of redemption 1s meaningful only when it 
swings within the larger orbit of a doctrine of crea-
tion. For God's creation of earth cannot be redeemed 
in any intelligible sense of the word apart from a 
doctrine of the cosmos which 1s h1s home, his defi-
nite plaoe, the theatre of his selfhood under God, in 
corporation with his neighbour, and 1n caring-rela-
tionship with nature, his sister.SO 
48col. 1:18. 
49Joseph S1ttler, ~ca lled to Unity," The Ecumenical 
Review, XIV, no. 2 (January 1962), 183. 
50Ib1d., p. 178. 
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We are indebted to the above document for the 1nsp1ration 
to recognize 1n Coloss1ans 1:15-20 .the universal nature of 
Christ's atonement that would 1nolude the world challenge of 
racial togetherness .. Since , as we have 1nd1cated, the pa.st 
neglect of our theology to cope with this pressing matter 
has been due in part to our modern Gnostic separation of the 
Church's concern from such "non-spiritual" interests as eth-
nic discrimination, we could settle for a no more relevant 
Scripture than Colossians, for Paul here makes 1t plain that 
the Church is God's only oosm1c agent chosen hto reconcile 
to himself all things •••• 11.51 
To show that Christ is the Crea tor adequate for the 
challenge of racial integration, let us now examine (1) His 
Creator-nature, (2) the creative aspects of His incarnation, 
and (J} H1s work of creating the one Body, the Church. 
The opening verses of the paragraph from Colossians 
refer to our Lord as Creator, and the latter verses to His 
creative work through the Church. In using these opening 
lines in the next chapter, we shall try to demonstrate that 
He qual1f1es as Creator by nature of His relationship to God 
and to the universe. In the following chapter we shall exam-
ine the incarnation 1n terms of 1ts crea tivity. In the final 
chapter we shall look at the Church as the contemporary 
51co1. 1:20. The words underlined (t~nlv~4) occur five 
times in this paragraph! 
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1nstrument of H1s creative work. By so doing we hope to 
make clear that Jesus Christ 1s central to the cause of 1nte-
grat1on both by virtue of His nature and H1s work. our div1-
s1on is basically that of the first two catholic creeds, an 
effort to see Jesus as Creator 1n the universe, 1n the redemp-
tion, and in the Church. Thus, as we explore the timeless 
credentials of the world's Savior, we shall see that His very 
existence in time 1s for the purpose of creating h1s separated 
people into one new "integrated" Body. 
CHAPTER II 
CHIUST AS THE CHEA.TOR-GOD 
If we are look1ng for a reliable theology to meet to-
day's challenge of racial integration 1n the Church, st. 
Paul provides the answer for us 1n verse 17. 
"He I_chr1stJ 1s before all things ( n Pe> t1t\vtw v ) • • 
Christ the Creator-God 1s the source of our theology. He 
Who was before created what we know exists today, and in Him 
we are able to understand what the creation should be. If 
we could kcow what existed at the beginning we would be able 
to Judge what things should be 11ke today. As Bonhoeffer 
would say, we are not able to un~erstand the or1g1n of things 
except from Chr1st.1 His pr1or1ty over all things makes H1m 
the Lord of all things. He 1s the only valid starting point 
we have for any theological subJect, since, 1n the words of 
the N1oene Creed, He is the "God of God ••• by Whom all 
things were made.• What comes after the Creator-Christ is 
subject to Him, and any consideration such as the vital one 
we are undertaking should be 1nformed by Him, not merely 1n 
any words that He might address to our urgent problem of the 
196o•s, but 1n His very being as Creator-God. 
l D1etr1eh Bonhoeffer, Crea 1on ,!!39. Fall: A Theolog1oal 
Interpretation 9.!. Genes1.s l::J London: S C M Press, Ltd., 
19.59), p. 8. 
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The Colossians 1n their day were also bothered by soc1al 
problems. The third and fourth chapters of Paul's epistle 
are devoted to them. But the origin of problems among people 
stems from an inadequate regard for the Creator-Christ, or an 
ignoring of Him Who is nbefore all things." In verse 18 or 
chapter one Paul very appropriately calls Christ "the begin-
? , 
n1ng," (~Px~) or, as we could translate it, "the beg1nn1ng 
principle," by and under Whom all things must be ascertained. 
What firmer 1nd1cat1on have we that any theology of the Church 
and race should begin with Chr1st as Creator? 
The first two chapters of this epistle are devoted to a 
refutation of the "Coloss1an heresyn2 which either disre-
garded Christ, or perhaps thought of Him as being only one of 
"certain spiritual agencies, intermediate beings between God 
and man, ••• the instruments of communication and the 
objects of worship."J Although the last two chapters deal 
with social problems in Colossae, Paul's first thrust is 
towards a proper and effective Chr1stology. In seeking to 
establish a theology of race relations, Coloss1ans thererore 
teaches us to confront those concepts that evade the 
2 This heresy was possibly influenced by an incipient 
Gnosticism which regarded God as unknowable and absolutel1 
good, from Whom, after a series of "emanations" there came 
matter, which is ev11. er. J.B. Lightfoot, D.D., Sa1nt 
Paul's Epistles l2, the Ooloss1ans and !2, Ph1lemon (London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1879), p. 73. 
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Creator-Chr1st, and once aga1n place H1m "before all things" 
1n our thinking. Whatever things we must deal with 1n d1s-
ouss1ng social problems among the churches, our primary pur-
suit is to set forth the creative person of Christ at the 
very outset. Nor 1s this Christ merely God's most recent 
exposition for the current scene. He 1s the Creator of the 
components of the contemporary situation! To regard Christ 
before all things is to postpone all ethical judgments until 
we have established Who He 1s. This Christ priority 1s not 
an innovation 1n the writings of Paul. It is 1ntr1ns1o to 
the m1n1stry of our Lord Himself, Who taught people that He 
was to be the object of their concern, sometimes even before 
their own personal concerns would be fulfilled.4 The Church 
1s interested 1n Christ "before all things," because 
1t sees the creation~ speoie Christi; better still 
in the fallen, old world 1t believes 11;1 the new crea-
tion world of the beg1nn1ng and of the ynd, because it 
believes 1n Christ and in nothing else. 
Does not our problem of church 1ntegret1on then also 
fall .fil!l2. specie Christi? Does He not qualify for being the 
primary consideration? He is not our universal priority 
simply because 1n terms of t1me he precedes the issues or 
the universe. The Creator Who came before all things 1s the 
4cr. His ministry to the disciples and the people or 
Syehar 1n John 4. 
SBonhoerrer, .sm_. cit., p. ?. 
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Christ Who now also "holds all things together.•6 All the 
created elements of the world continue enduring under His 
preserving power. Without Him the world would fall apart. 
Already we are tempted to allude to the words of the 
next verse and to our fourth chapter in which we shall be 
saying that the Creator-Christ uses His Body the Church to 
hold things together. Suffice 1t to say here that in speak-
ing of the Head of that Body, we are already speaking of a 
unifying factor that alone is capable of holding the often-
dismembered elements of the world together. Despite all 
opposing wills and forces within and without His Body, 1t 
is His determined will that all things be constituted 1n Him 
Who is their creator. It is also the l1!ll. of the Creator to 
unify. This will to unite 1s implicit in the word ~ovt(1-c'Y}tc£v 
("holds together") written by Paul as he applied himself to 
the disunity at Colossae.7 
Once we have established Christ as antecedent to and 
preserver of all things, 1t 1s safe to proceed to another 
aspect or H1s creativity. In verse 15 Paul calls Him •the 
image of the inv1s1ble God. 08 What does this expression 
mean? Mankind cannot see what an invisible deity has 1n 
6 Col. l:l?b. 
?er. Col. chapters 2-4 and the fact that disruptive 
influences seem to have gotten w1th1n the fellowship. 
8 ., , 'I I\ 7 , fll(WV "toV 8lov 1:ou tll>PtH'OV. 
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mind for the world. This was the bewildering plight of the 
Coloss1an9 and could possibly be interpreted as Chria-
tian1ty•s dilemma today as it faces the combustible tension 
between the majority and minority groups in our world. The 
invisible God 1s an unknown, or distant, and inoperative 
deity. If He has not appeared o~ the scene He must be un-
related to the ~asues of man. If He has not directly shown 
Himself to man, then He has not revealed a plan, nor mani-
fested Himself as Ruler 1n the plan. But God 1s on the 
scene. 
,. , < 
He has presented Himself to us 1n the "image" (lfK4JV) 
of Christ. 
Another way of saying this 1s that Christ has come to 
"project the 1mage"9 of God's will for His people; i.e., 
what God wants to do can be observed 1n what Christ does. 
We might eay that looking at Christ is like looking at God's 
"oharacter"lo __ what we can accept as the very nature and 
behavior of God Himself. Jesus is God's genuine revelation. 
In H1m we can understand what God wants to be doing 1n His 
world. We would have no knowledge or the Creator's attitude 
9The verbal 1dea emphasizes the verbal-noun character 
of tckc.ov, more clearly understood 1n the noun "reflection• 
although the latter loses some of the uniqueness of God's 
"1mage-project1ng" ·nature by its connotation. or repeating 
the or1g1nal image. 
· lOI oonclade this from ~aP~l<'t~P wh1oh appears only in 
Heb. l:J but as 1t is used there seems closely allied (er. 
Lightfoot, .sm,. 01t., p. 145) to God's aot1v1ty of revealing 
His will to us in Christ. 
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toward such a contemporary cris1s as rac1al segregation 1r 
we did not have God present 1n the Creator Christ. The com-
monly understood notion of the word •1mage• is that of an 
art1f1c1al reproduction representing 1n phys1cal form the 
original bodily appearance. Th1s has made of the biblical 
concept a lifeless and static th1ng, just as the copper 
1mage of the Abraham Lincoln penny does little more than re-
mind Americans of a dead emancipator. And man7 unmoved 
people have o1rculated these images. God's oharacter 1s not 
of the dead past. So Chr1st 1s the genuine l1v1ng God. •He 
1n whom God 1s adequately represented, in whom 1s manifested 
t he plan of God for the ~orld."11 
If Christ 1s the representation of the eternally acting 
God, then we must say t hat God has not ceased His creative 
act1v1ty with the founding of the world, nor at the hol7 
1nsp1r1ng of the Scriptures, but 1s active 1n His Son, 
through the Soly Spirit, creating today. To look at Christ 
as the •1mage of the invisible God• 1s not to look at 
printed words or statues or st111-l1fe reproductions. It 1s 
as though we are looking at a motion picture of God 1n which 
the creative Lord steps out or the screen into the world to 
manifest and execute God'a plaL 1n our midst. God's moving 
11Chr1etian Senft, •Image,• Vooabularx 2! l.!:1§. Bible, 
edited by J. J. Von Allmen (London: Butterworth J>r.eas, 1958), 
p. 180. er. also Gerhard Kittel, Theolog1aches w~rterbuch 
.!Jail Neuep Testament, edited b7 Gerhard FriedrichStuttgart: 
W. Kohlhammer OM B H,) II, (19.35) :,86. 
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"image" as we see it 1n our Lord moves in two d1rect1ons. 
His w111 1s that the Father be glor1f1ed and that man be 
served redempt1vely. Let us elucidate both of these inten-
tions of the Creator-Christ. 
God's primary plan for man 1s that he live ln community 
and 1n communion with God: "You shall love the Lord your God 
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all 
your m1ght.n12 st. Paul is saying that what we see 1n Jesus 
Christ is God's perfect representation. He 1s history's 
perfect exhibit of the glorification of God. The driving 
passion of our Lord's entire earthly career was clearly evi-
dent 1n His words ("Father, glorify thy name")l:, and 1n His 
deeds ("I glorified thee on earth, having accomplished the 
work which thou gavest me to do").14 Th1s vertical dimen-
sion of "the image of the invisible God" 1s expressed by 
Paul 1n the paragraph immediately preceding our basic mate-
rial 1n Colossians one. He writes that because of "the be-
loved Son,"15 we are able to give thanks to the Father for 
qualifying us "to share 1n the inheritance of the saints 
12 Deut. 6:S. l.'.3John 12:28. 
14John 17:4. The Gospels use cfoj4tev eleven t1mea to 
describe the people's response to God over what Christ had 
performed: Matt. 9:8,lS; Mark 2:12; Luke S:25,26; 7:16; 
13:13; 17:15; 18:4.3; 2J:47; John 11:4. 
15 Col. l:lJb. 
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in 11ght.•16 We see 1n Christ's action the action of God, 
the action of putting people into the perspective of the 
vert1cal , -getting people to say "Thy will be done,• and 
gett1ng them to do it. The paragraph immediately following 
our ohosen text says the same thing: 
And you, who onoe were estranged and hostile 1n mind, 
doing evil deeds, he has now reconciled ••• 1n order 
to present y~u holy and blameless and 1rreproachable 
before h1m. l.'/ 
We m1ght relate this primary aspect of Christ's "1n-
Ject1ng God's 1magea to the contemporary situation. Rel1-
g1on has been a false authority among those promoting the 
s t atus quo of rac1al segregation. By its condoning silence 
or blatant promotion 1t has given men the aimage" or God as 
rema1n1ng aloof from such a anon-religious" matter.18 Thia 
invisible God 1s too busy with His apir1tual kingdom, so 
H1s church spokesmen have been teaching, to be concerned 
about any change. But theologian Paul's Creator-Christ 
bolts through th1s lifeless portra1t of a distant deity ae 
the living a1mage of the 1nv1s1ble God,• Who 1s on the move 
to "reconcile to himself all things• (1:20). Here 1s the 
v1s1ble God: He is not an inanimate ioon to be vaguely 
16 , , ' " ' " 
I Col. l:l2a. C/S "t'>)V /'1(.P(oa.. -Z-O(.) k).'1POU -rwv 
<. ? '\ A, I 
O..o(Cvy t:V -C<.p 't'W"t( .. 
l?Col. 1:21-22. (Cf. also Col. J:1-2~.) 
lier. James Sellers, lD!, Sogth and Ohr1st1ap Eth1ca 
(New York: Aasoo1at1on Press, 19 2), pp. llS-27. 
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respected , but, 11ke Frane1s Thompson's •Hound or Heaven,• 
is seek1ng whom He can and what He can for reconc111at1on 
,·11th God and God's crea tive plan. Coloss1ans and contem-
porary Chris tiana need no longer escape w1th the exasperation: 
"God has not made Himself clear on this issue ••• • a; for 
Christ i s here to "manifest the character" of God's pursuit 
to us and make us grateful victims, eager to pursue 1n all 
matters such a course of action "that 1n everything he might 
be pre-em1nent."19 Now we know what the image of God is, 
for Jesus has created us into new people who are able to ask 
1n eve1•y human s1 tuatio,n nwhat is the Lord's will?" and in 
every inquiry find an answering, creative God. 
Christ a.a 11 the 1ma.ge of the invisible God" 1s understood 
in the first place as being the perfect representation of 
that which is to glorify God. Christ has done this that we 
might respond vertically by letting Him be Lord in all 
things. The second aspect of Christ as the image of God 1n 
aot1on 1s se~n 1n Hi~ hor1zontal service to man whereby He 
creatively redeems man from himself and frees h1m for a 
responsive service to his fellowman. This counterpart or 
God's plan visibly manifested for us in the Creator-Christ 
1s clearly evident 1n Paul's material addressed to the Ephe-
s1ans20 and Coloss1ans, and, as we shall see, 1n the 
19 • a Col. 1.1 be 
20aeoognized by some modern scholars as from the same 
time of authorship. er. Alfred Wikenhauser, New Testament 
Introduct1on, translated by Joseph Cunningham'"liiew York: 
Herder and Herder, 1960), p. 426. 
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1ncarnat1on of Jesus of Nazareth. We have already mentioned 
that Paul clearly spells out the social implications of h1s 
Chr1stology in the last two chapters of Colossians. Th1s, 
then, 1s the obJect of God's "character-manifestation" or 
Himself to us in the visible Christ: that ae Christ moves 
out from behind the screen of God's unapproachable majesty, 
we might be involved in God's pursuit of people. 
A key passage that indicates the intention of God's 
revealing of this horizontal "projecting" in Christ occurs 
in Coloss1ans 3:10, and its immediate context. Having 
listed some of the unloving characteristics that Christiana 
of Colossae exhibited before God's idol-shattering appear-
ance, Paul reminds them of their "new nature, which 1s being 
renewed 1n knowledge after the image .Qf. .!.i§. creator.• This 
means that the out-reaching, man-serving nature of God as 
witnessed 1n Jesus Christ, has made an impression on ("pro-
Jected itself 1nto") H1s new creations.21 Just as God 1s 
not a static image, so it is God's intention 1n His Son that 
His creature-ch1ldren also be active. Just as Christ is not 
the direct and final obJect of the Father's •image-manifesta-
tion," so Christ's new people are not the final end of Hie 
creative action, but are rather the •indirect obJeots• whom 
He impels to extend His serving hands to other men--the 
"direct obJeets.• 
21 er. 2 cor • .5 :17. 
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The remarkable words that follow in Col. 3:11 reveal 
what God wants H1s 1mage to be oreating on the horizontal 
scene as far as rac1al, social, or ethnic differences among 
people are concerned. In this ne,.,. creation "there cannot be 
Greek and Jew, circumcised and uncircumcised, barbarian, 
Scyth1an, slave, free man, but Christ is all, and in all.n 
The problems of prejudice persisted 1n the 6o•s as they do 
now 1n the 1960 1 s. The barriers between people of Jewish 
("c1rcumo1sedA) and Gentile origins, between savage Scyth1-
ans and cultured Greeks, between free and slave were Just 
as real as those between Negro and white today. We could 
conjecture that the barriers accepted and promoted by the 
majority groups, and the resulting tensions, made it impos-
sible for members on either side to discuss the problems 
unemotionally. And then came the revolutionary religion of 
the Creator-Christ. Old divisions are gone (not to be elim-
inated gradually) and brotherhood has replaced barriers. 
This is what "the image of the inv1s1ble God" has aocom-
pl1shed. Before God brought this 1mage to the world 1t 
would have been tantamount to disaster to suggest even a 
gradual change 1n the psyoholog1oal or physical part1tion-
1ng of peoples of different birth, ceremonial, culture, or 
class make-up.22 But now God has presented a different 
22 · T. K. Abbott, A cr1t1oal ~ Exegetical Commentary 
on the Epistles to the Ephesians and 12, the Coloss1ans. 
The-iiiternat1ona~crit1oal Commentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
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"1mageN of what reality should be . He has cre~ted both the 
explosive change and the ab111ty on both sides to adJus.t, 
s ince He has now appeared on both sides . nchr1s t 1s all and 
1n all . 1123 
The radica l impact tha t th1e image of Christ manifested 
to His people had upon the first century 1s reassuring evi-
dence that He can deel creatively with the issue of racial 
barriers today . It took about sixty years for the Church 
to brea k the centuries-old impasse between Jew and Oentile.24 
The ~1mage"25 of a body of people whose past dist1not1ons 
wer e obl1 terated at Pentecost became· commonly recogn1zed. 
"Mark how they love one another" are words that were fre-
quently spoken of this quickly integrated church. Paul 
' praises the Chr1st1ana 1n Colossae for their demonstration 
':, I 26 
of this miraculous o.~<A'ff'7 love . The revolutionary breaking 
I 
i 
of the s lave-master barrier was also accomplished at this 
early time. The apostle's teaching that •there cannot be 
Clark, 1897), p. 28S. Abbott suggests how th1s passage 
shows 1n summary fashion the same barriers be1ng destroyed 
1n Paul's day that are peculiar to modern society. 
2)Col. ):llb 
24 Col. 3:lla. Most scholars date this ep1stle between 
S8-6J; during either the Caesarean (S8-60) or the Boman 
1mpr1sonment (61-6)). Cf. W1kenhauser, jlll. ,g11., p. 418. 
24 Here understood 1n the modern sense of the 1mpress1on 
a person or group makes on those without. 
26co1. 1:4,8; 2:2. 
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••• slave (or) free" was also h1s pract1oe: former-slave 
onesimus 1s returned to former-master Philemon •as a be-
loved broth~r ••• 1n the Lord,"27 probably in the year 631 
The fourteen verses preceding Paul's phrase "He 1s the 
image of the 1nv1s1ble Go .. i 11 set forth 1n similar terms what 
we would. oall an un1riterrunted "chain reaction" of God• s 
1mage-proJect1on: The 1l1v1s1ble God--the visible Christ--
the visible Paul--h1s absent brethren--the1r sin-separating 
fellow saints. Once the apostle had seen Christ28 he did 
not fall 1nto a myet1c stare at the Lord's appearance, but 
became the m1n1ster of His image, on the move to br1ng 
Christ to people and people through Christ to one another. 
This is how the active God looks today. No longer 1nvis1ble, 
He is creatively at work 1n the visible Redeemer, redeeming 
people from the visible and 1nv1sible29 forces that once 
were made for their support but are now upsetting them, 
causing a demonic upheaval 1n the created order of things, 
al1enat1ng them from Him and from one another. To this con-
fusion comes the calming stability of the image of "the God 
who said, 'let light shine out of darkness,• who has shone 
1n our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the 
glory of God 1n the race of Chr1st."30 
2? 
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Philemon, v. 16. 
Col. 1:16. 
281 Cor. S:8-10. 
302 Cor. 4:6. 
'' Chr1At 1s Cr eat or-God . We have seen Him aa the Creator-
God first 1n terms of Hie preceding all things , and secondly 
., ( 
1n His being the 1raage (£(/<WV) of t he 111v1e1ble God--God's 
genuine revel ation of H1s creat1ve pur poses, and the Way31 or 
carrying out H1s plan t o unite people f or Him aud for one 
another. 
We turn no~ t o another i nsight from Col oss1ans that 
portra ys Chr1st aa Creator . I n ver se 19 t he a postl e writes 
, 
of our- Lord : "For in him a l l the fullness (1-r ). '17 f'1..4JH a.. ) \lt 
God was pleased to dwell."J2 A parallel expression 1s found 
1n t he next chapter: (2:9) uFor 1n Him the whole fullnesa 
(1TA'>']PtllH e1 ) of de ity dwel l s bodi ly." We have been looking 
f or an answer from God for the problem of r acia l d1v1s1ona 
that t hreaten our world t oday. God's answer comes 1n the 
Chri st who is the beginning pr1nc1ple, the performer or His 
crea tive pl an, ••• and H1s last and f1nal Word. Ephes1ana 
uses the word •fullness" 1n d1scuss1ng various aspects of the 
growth which God• s people should experience a-~ they carry out 
His plan for the world.JJ In 3:19 Paul says that as Christians 
grow 1n knowing the love of Chr1st they w111 •be filled w1tb 
all the fullness or God.• Like God's •1mage,• His fullness 
31John l0:6. 
)~ .A '>1 pw Mt\ ( The Oree k om1 ts the words • of God. • ) 
J)Eph. l:9-10,23; 3:19; 4:lJ. 
1s not something that He or we are merely to admire. Once 
again we have a descr1pt1on of a moving God. The apostle 1s 
emphasizing that everything God stands f or 1s available for 
us 1n Jesus Chr1st .J4 In t he above passage God 1s not pic-
tured as being interested in the fullnei:;s which He has 1n 
Himself , but in offering HiroEelf and a l l that He has to us. 
What comfort and t;hat conf 1dence the people of the Churoh 
can have tod~y , knowing that , as John's Gospel puts it, 
"from H1a f ullness have we all received, grace upon grace,•JS 
and tha t theTe i s no other d1rec t1on to follow 1n facing the 
challenge of i ntegration than that wh1ch 1s provided for us 
1n Chris t the Creator . 
Although the Epistle to the Col osa1ans does not say 1t, 
we can surm1se that the E)th1cal ·obl1gat1ons of the Chris-
tians 1n Colossae towar d their fellowmen were not being ful-
filled eo well as they ra1ght because they were not getting 
the nrullness" of Christ 1n their lives. It 1s possible 
that the very word "fullnessu was 
• • VI, 
a quas1-teohn1cal term used by the Coloes1an heretics • 
• • • who seem to have held that Christ was only one 
of many partial man1festat1ons of the Deity (•Oodhead 0 ); 
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•oott w1rkt durch Chr1stus 1n seiner ganzen Fulle, 
• se1nem vollen Gottae1n •••• • K1ttel, .SW.• .5!11., 
:;02. 
JS 
•the Fullness• was the totality ot all suoh man1festa-
t1ons.36 
Ir God 1s not clearly known to men, then their fulfillment 
of earthly respons1b111ties 1e want1ng. But such 1a not the 
case with the church. We are limited to no partial revela-
tion of God or His will . "No supplementary manifestation 1s 
either necessary or possible,•3? tor we have been given the 
whole fullness of God 1n Christ. 
This tact means that we must remove from our minds all 
notions of allegiance to or fear of intermediary beings that 
might .supposedly be 1n control of things. Whatever such 
•powersn could be, (end Paul takes them seriously enough ei-
ther to call them by name or to quote their oommonly accepted 
titles) 0 whether thrones or dominions or principalit1ea or 
author1t1es,•)8 they ore not to be reckoned with, for they 
belong to •all th1ngs• that were created through Christ and 
tor Christ! We must give Paul credit for grappling with a 
problem 1n h1s day involving a commonly accepted idea that 
•some k1nd of hierarchy of demonic forcea•39 whether heavenly 
or earthly, was behind the evil workings of the world. He 
)6J. Y. Campbell, •Full, Fullness,• .4 Theolog~oal ~ 
J!22k .2!, the B1ble, edited by Alan Richardson (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 195)), p. 89. 
)?Ibid. 
~
8co1. 1: 16b. • • • fJPi>l/oC • • • l<UPtOZ:'?JS • • 
• • • E)ov_c,-ia c • 
39Allan Galloway, %rut Cosmic 9tw1at (New York: 
and Brothers, 1951), p.-i.i. 
. ;, \ 
• t:tPXa c 
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personal l y acknot1ledges the.ir ex1.steuce snd demonic pot-1-
era. 40 And yet he t as determined that Chr1st1ane were nei-
ther to fear nor ignore their etatua . We must not fear 
these "pow r st1--uctures," he felt, because 1n fearing them 
we ha ve forgotten by and for Whom they ri1ere created. But 
neither must we ignore them, since their harmful operations 
are a l l evident . They must be a challenge for the people of 
Chr1at , because they also belong under H1s orest1on. He 1s 
. . 
t he Creator of all powers, and s1noe this includes those 
which are opposed to H1e creative plan, Christ as our Creator-
God is aggressively eager to effect their 11qu1dat1on. The 
assault succeeded when uhe disa~med the pr1nc1pal1t1es and 
p0t·1ers and made a public example of them tr1umph1ng over 
41 them in (His crose) . n And now He 1s effect1ng the com-
pletion of His creative assault through H1s "t1restl1ng•42 
iaa1nts who t11ll f1n!sh the attack. The pest and present 
creating of the Creator-Christ are never separated 1n Paul' s 
m1nd. The powers of darkness43 were created •through • (past) 
and "for1144 (present) Him. S1nce th·ey do not yet r ecog-
nize H1s control , He 1s depending on His Body, the 
40 Eph. 6 :12 . 41 Col. 2 :15. 
42 Eph. 6:12 (KJV). 
43cr. E. K. Simpson and F. F. Bruce , Co~entary .9.!l the 
Epistles !,2 !h!, !Phes i ans !!ll\ t he Coloss1ans Grand Bap1ds: 
Wm. B. Eerdlllans Publishing Co., 1957), p . 198. 
44 ' ., Col. l:16b ( O( , . . ((~ ). 
J? 
Church, to subdue them. 
How should the Church today view these invisible npower 
structures"? The Creator-Christ would have us neither ignore 
nor fear them. Modern minds are not as bothered by •wicked-
ness in the heavenly plaoes."45 Here the Church has an 
advantage. 
When the early Churoh saw in Christ the breaking of the 
power of the demons they were perceiving 1n the outward 
form of experience structures which were correlative 
wlth their inward sense of liberation. Although the 
forms of expression familiar 1n these times are now 
archaic, ••• the existential experience which led men 
to formulate §UCh doctrines have their counterpart 1n 
modern life.46 
S1noe we no longer need to concern ourselves with the strat-
ospheric location of evil forces, we can concentrate on their 
conduct. Disregarding their altitude, we know that their 
great strategy 1s to be eluaive.47 And we know that they are 
opposed to the plan of the Creator, es9ecially H1s plan for 
the Church, and are doing everything possible to upset God's 
order without God's people noticing 1t.48 so, rather than 
ignore them, we should try to identify them. The apostle's 
names for the 1nv1s1ble powers cannot be improved. We oan 
45Eph. 6:12 (KJV) 
46oalloway, .sm,. cit., p. 241. 
47 6• Eph •• 12. 
48aence Paul's urging of the ohuroh to be on the alert. 
(Eph. 6:lJff.) 
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beat identify them today by throwing l1ght on the act1v1t1es 
of their visible agents, and calling these by name. 
If Christ 1s to serve as Creator 1n the current scene 
of raoial bigotry and d1scr1minat1on, we w111 have to evalu-
ate rather than evade the present power structures. Theol-
ogy has more or less chosen to ignore the task of calling 
these by name, leaving 1t to the eoo1olog1sts and novelists, 
who 1n turn wonder why the church has kept silent. Secular 
writers such as Lillian Smith denounced the church's silence: 
Had the church only spoken out while these laws were 
being passed. Had one bishop, one priest, one promi-
nent preacher in each Southern state taken a bold 49 stand against this desecration of the human spirit. 
A strong resson for the silence of the church seems to be 
that she herself has been the foremost of the power struc-
tures, "the mother of racial patterns, the purveyor of arrant 
sedatives, the teacher of immoral moral1t1ee."50 (In this 
conneot1on w~ might ask whether the church's s1lenoe has been 
an accidental om1os1on or actually the defense of a flagrant 
part1cipat1on 1n the status quo whereby she has often aggran-
dized an 1nst1tut1on of respectable upper-caste people who 
49L1llian Smith, ,!i2!t ll the· !.!m. (New York: The V1k1Dg 
Press, l95S), p. 46. Among some brave efforts on the part 
of churchmen 1n the past to identify the forces behind segre-
gation should be mentioned Fred D. Wentzel, Epistle !2 White 
Christians (Ph1ladelnh1a• The Christian Education Press, 
1948). - • 
soKyle Haselden, The Bao1al Problem .!n Chr1st1an 
Perspective (New York: Harper & Row, 19.59), P • 14. 
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rema1n so through the exploiting of the lower castes.) As 
we indicated in the first chapter, the church has stealthily 
•passed by on the other e1denSl for the sake other security 
in the "sp1r1tual" business of "soul"-canvass1ng, or preach-
ing to the "needs" of 1ts good-paying members. The so-called 
amoral leadership" of the organized church in the community 
and nation has distinguished itself as a supreme •power 
structurea (to apply this expression contemporar1ly) 1n 
erecting and maintaining today's insidious racial barriers. 
If we of the church were assuming no further responsibility 
than to religiously redeem the secular world, our unjust 
teachings and practices would be enough to incriminate us. 
But a1noe our religious activity has also been w1th people 
1n the world and has been watched by people of the world, we 
must accept respons1b111ty for the secular evils of society. 
We now pass on 1n our 1dent1f1cat1on of the power struc-
tures to those begotten of the organized church. Today, 
Paul's "wickedness 1n high placesa52 he.s descended to the 
v1s1ble plane of this world, where we could name such ele-
vated boundary lords as govern~ent demagogues, employment 
engineers, real estate tycoons, the suoeess-enslaved press 
and conforming educators. In addition there are the invisi-
ble demons who promote the propaganda of the stereotype, 
make pr~Jud1oe, fear, and 1g~oranoe seem plausible, and 
S2Eph. 6:12 (KJV). 
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1rresponsibil1ty to poisoned hu.man1ty palatable. 
But we are speaking or power structures that have a 
Creator. They all were brought 1nto ex1stenoe through Christ 
and for Him. Beg1nn1ng with the organized church and con-
t1nu1ng to the last bigoted treasurer of the local White 
C1t1zens Council, Chr1~t the Lord is determined to "o~st 
doWD every 1dol throne, reign supreme and reign alODe.•53 
In our fourth chapter we will suggest a theology of Christ 
as Creat or in which the Church 1s creatively engaged 1n 
restoring all power structures (including the institutional 
church) to their God-intended subservience. 
53 Andrew Reed, ~Holy Ghost, w1th Light D1v1ne,• The 
Luther§U'A Hymna~ (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Housi';-
1941), Hymn 23, stanza 5. 
CHAPTER III 
CHRIST'S INCARNATION MEANS CHEATION 
At the outset we tried to establish that a theology of 
Church and race 1s shallow and moral1st1c if it is limited 
to the sayings of Paul or even of Jesus Himself on the sub-
ject of racial barriers. In fact, many Christians, follow-
ing their spiritual teachers, have regarded this matter as 
irrelevant to their faith and to the concern of the Church. 
In this connection we mentioned in Chapter One some of the 
theological liabilities which have contributed to the preva-
lent notion that Christ and the cause of racial integration 
are 1ncompat1ble. Chapter Two endeavored to present Christ 
the Creator-God as One Whose will it 1s to effect a change 
in the status .9.!aS2• The present oh.apter addressee itself to 
the so-called dichotomy of the Church and race 1n terms or 
the creative nature of the earthly life of our Lord. The 
final und,ertaking will then be to apply the redemption to the 
issue of racial barriers in terms of the doctrine of the 
Church-creating Christ. 
In looking at the Creator-Christ 1n the incarnation we 
must acknowledge a real debt to Gustav W1ngren who has re-
vived the teachings of Irenaeus, a second century theologian. 
Irenaeus found in the incarnation of the Son of God a sure 
reply to the heresies or the Onostios who dichotomized man 
into flesh and soul. He demonstrated that, 1n the redemption 
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by the human Savior, God 1s creating a new, unified human1ty 
and that, 1n this Creator-Christ, He is restoring all that 
was lost to Satan since the beginning. It was Irenaeus• un-
surpassed linking of the Old and New Testaments and his 1n-
s1etence on putting the first article ot the creed before the 
second that established his broad and brilliant theology or 
the incarnation as creation. 
Irenaeus, were he living today, would see 1n Chris-
tianity's bungling of the racial issue a reincarnation of 
the Gnost1o principle of old: that men are hopelessly im-
prisoned 1n their various human groups and that only the 
sp1r1tually elite can benefit from the Gospel. To this hid-
eous heresy Irenaeus would. repeat H1s theology of the redemp-
tion as creation and say that Christ's victory means that He 
is the Lord of power under Whose dominion 
all men can be raised from the cond1t1on in which they 
are. • • • Those who deny men• s freedom 11a11e.ge that 
the Lord is powerless• and helpless in dealing with 
human nature.l 
Contemporary systemat1o theology can therefore learn 
from Irenaeus to expand its Chr1stology to the fuller crea-
tive dimensions of the New Testament. When we have redis-
covered this v1s1on of the redemption, we will be equipped 
to end our silent approval of the status quo, and put to 
1oustaf W1ngren, Em! g ~ Incarne t on: A Study; JJ1 
the B1bl1oal Theology of Irenaeus Edinburgh: Oliver and 
Boyd, 1959), pp. 140-41, quoted trom Adversus Haereses IV• 
61. 
4) 
naught the chureh • a reputa t lon or alootne I a, 1n wh1ch a.a 
S1ttler confesses, "the address of Ohr1st1an thought is moat 
weak precisely where mo.n's ache 1a most strong.•2 Our 
effort in the follow1ng pages will be to examine the earthly 
career of the Chr1st whom 1,aul calls "the beg1nn1ng•3 and to 
whose ored1 t we now attribute the. creation of a new humanity. 
W'e already accept 1n our trad1t1onal dootr1ne or the 
redemption that inau becomes a new oreat1on "not f1ret by 
altering the c1rcumference of his being but by having the 
center of that being displaced by that wh1cb 1s truly cen-
tral 1n the un1ve1•se.114 Ho who 1s central 1n the universe, 
"the Alpha and the Omega, the t1rst and the last, the begin-
ning &Dd the end,wS became central to the needs or man when 
tho Word •became flesh ond dwelt among us, full ot grace and 
truth.•6 God's creat1on ot the new man took place when the 
•power ot the· t1ost H1gb overshadowed•? a maiden 1n Nazareth 
and a new humanity was con~e1Yed. God's creot1ve h1atory 
had ruu 1ta oourse from the •r1rst A.dam to the laat,•8 and 
2Joseph s1ttler, •called to un1t1,• The §oumep1oal 
BtY1fM, XIV (1960), 18). 
lco1. 1:18. 
. 
41t11e Ha1eldell, l1i!. aaota., Problem lD. Qhr1at1an 
Perapeol\Y• (New York: Harper & Row, 19S9), p. 88. 
5aev. 22:1). 'John 1:14. 
?Lue 1:3.5 lTT"tc.1~{&0-e-c 
81 Cor. 15:45. Th1a Cbl'latolog1oal view ot Ood'a 
ci-eat1ve plan la beaut1tully bon4le4 1n the entire work ot 
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the disordered world was reoriented around the Creator 1D 
the manger. 
In Creation the whole of the universe comes into be1ng, 
wh1le 1n the Incarnation 1t is a single, hidden human 
being who comes into existence, but 1n this one man 
there 1s to be found the purity which the whole world 
has lost.9 
Worshippers of the Christmas oreat1on are all agreed that 
the tremendous mystery of the Bethlehem event lies in the 
incomprehensible potential of the incarnation. God become 
man is still the infinite God, and, therefore, oan perform 
as creatively 1n the Gospels as He can in Genesis, because 
He 1s the same. The humiliation of God into rebellious 
humanity does not 11m1t h1s creativity. There is nothing 
1n the incarnation that 1s 
irregular and anomalous; the glory of 1t 1s that it 
is the fulfillment of an or1g1nal and d1vi~e purpose--
that it 1s the means of removing the discord and 
anomalies th~t were resisting that purpose.lo 
The humanity does not lessen the creat1v1ty but the humanity 
1s highly exalted and given a name at wh1oh heaven snd earth 
should prostrate themselvea.11 
And so from Nazareth to the Galilean mountain we see a 
the same title: c. K. Barrett, D.D., E!:.2.m First Adam !2 
Last:~ Study.!!!. Pauline Theology (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1962). 
9wingren, ,gn. ill,., p. 84. 
lOFrederiok Denison Maurice, lll!. Doctrine .2!. Sacrifice 
.Deduced !!:.2.m the Scriptures (London: Macmillan and Co., 
1879), p. 21.s. 
11Ph11. 2:9-10. 
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career of creation. Irenaeus points out that 1t 1s 1ntr1n-
s1c to the nature of God's 1noarnat1on that the humanity 
grow from infancy to maturity, so that w1th God once more on 
the scene man can achieve "the measure of the stature of the 
fullness of Christ. n12 ".fil!!!l God .fil12. gives .!! J:.!! humanity, 
humanity grows."13 Humanity grows out of its slavish attach-
ment to itself. Self-seeking disciples are converted into 
God-glorifying martyrs. Rebellious demons once 1n control 
of the minds, bodies, and estates of men are dethroned and 
the rule of God 1s re-established. As Martin Luther empha-
sized, the overwhelming thrust of Jesus' teaching and conver-
sation 1n the four Gospels was that God is creating a new 
k1ngdom--a new orientation for mankind. "Man 1s the creature 
of God, and, as a creature, he has an existence which is not 
centered 1n himself but in God.al4 And the kingdom did not 
limit its creativity to d1dact1c discourses. fhe Ood Who 
beheld all of H1s pristine handiwork, and considered it 
"very good,"15 1s the same Creator Who "has done all things 
12 1 I I II 'l 'I Eph. 4:lJ-14. ft5 /1('rP'oV "1~11:;tas TOU 1tA?JPW/f4-COS toV XP/tr{OO, 
13 l W1ngren, .2:e,. c1t., p. 09. (W1ngren's emphasis.) 
14Henry w. Reimann, Jr.~ "Luther and Brunner on Creation• 
(Unpublished Mast.er's Th~sis, st. Louis, Concordia Seminary, 
1951), p. 14. Prof. Reimann illustrates this with two para-
bles from Luke 12:16rr., and 20:9ff. 
1S 
Gen. 1:31. 
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we11.n16 H1s miracles of healing were as redemptive as His 
battles w1th the tempter, creating life in its entirety and 
returning people to the divine economy of wholesome rela-
tionships, inward, outward and upward.17 
Had Jesus become incarnate 1n a land where today's kind 
of racism was rampant, His ministry would have been oriented 
1n this direction. The demons of the status k1ngdom would 
be exorcised, self-redeeming religious bigots would be humil-
iated, the lords of white supremacy condemned, fear-ridden 
disciples chided and untold thousands of innocent m1nority 
victims restored to the wholeness of the first Adam. 
But Christ as Creator is none the less relevant to to-
day's situation. H1s redemptive visit to Palestine stands 
out indisputably as creation history. There is therefore no 
unredeemed matter in Christ's cosmos, including those forces 
openly or secretly opposed to His will, that does not fall 
under H1s creative purview, for 
unless the reference and power of the redemptive act 
includes the whole of man's experience and environ-
ment, straight out to its farthest horizon, then the 
redemption 1s incomplete. There is and will always 
remain something of evil to be overcome. And more. 
The actual man 1n his ex1stenoe will be tempted to 
l6Mark 'l :J? • (The Greek word ( KWo.S ) 1s the same 1n 
both oases!) 
17 W1ngren discovered from Irenaeus that "one of the 
important reasons for our 1nab111ty to interpret healing 
passages correctly 1s that we lack the oonoep~ or salvation 
as restoration of creation.• Gustaf W1ngren4 Creation~ Iaw (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1961), p. 6. 
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reouce the rodempt1on of mttn to what µursat1on, trans-
tormat1on, forg1venese aod blessedness 1a ave1lable by 
a.n "angelio '' escfi pe from the oosmoe • • • an<l 1n th.at 
opt1on acoept some sort of dualism wh1oh is as of !e11-
s1ve to b1011cal theology us 1t ls belove~ of all 
Onoet1c1su , then as now.18 
Let us swnr.~r1ze our exa1A11uet1on or tb1& early period 
of the oremt1ve 1ncornat1on 1n the follotf1ng paraph:r~sed 
arrangement of our primary text employing those oonoepte we 
have treated so tar: "In order that He mlght beooge pre-
Gt4l1uent19 1n all th1ngs, 1t has 9leaued Ood to reconcile all 
things to Himself through H1m Who 1a the first-born from tbe 
dead. 11 Chr1eit 1s tho beg1nn1ng of the tiew man, as we nave 
aeen 1n our v1ew of the beginning or n1s earthly career. 
Let us now br1efly examine the pasa1on, death., and 
resurrection of our Lord to see how th1e, the epitome of H1a 
1noarQat1on, 1& the crowning achievement of the Creator-
Chr1st, and then apply this redemptive act1v1t1 to tbe chal-
lenge before tae ct1urch. 
Our text lea.:le us to this cons1derat1on with the words: 
"He 1s ••• the firot-born from the dead •••• •; or (add-
ing the words that follow 1n Colo8s1ons one ,rerees 19-20 
1n a paraphrased meen1ng for today: •Azl:ong those .!he. r1se 
.t£2m !!l!. .2li deatb2·0 .ii!. !I. ~he .19.11 n1ghlY hop<i>red ll .QgA, 
18
s1ttler, SU?.• 51Jr1., p. 179. 
l9Tne Greek (1Tfw-rluw V) says: •come to nave f 1ret 
place." 
20 These ·~orda espeo1ally, but also what tollowa, are 
based on the follow1ng: (l) A possible vsr1ant read1ng 
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U4 ehoulq .21. k£ His mut people• !!1!! y1otorY .2!11tl!. Cross 
l!. creating.!. new .11!:!..• These words that interpret tor us 
the •cosmic• redemption g1ve us the scope we need to apply 
the pr~no1ple "Christ as Creator" to such a challenge as 
rac1a1. 1ntegrat1on for the churches. For when we say Christ 
died for the sins of the world, we are saying that a new 
world was oreated through His oonfliot with the forces of 
evil.21 The conflict culminated 1n the holy week events and 
waa victoriously completed 1n the bodily ascension. The 
•segregat1on11 oof death was destroyed and an •1ntegrat1on• ot 
lite was established. The horrifying sinfulness of •man's 
inhumanity to I11SD" need no longer be shrugged off as some-
thing beyond our grasp, for we see mob psychology and 
(contained in manuscript ~46, the original~ and eight 
church fathers 1nclud1ng 1renaeua!) omits the tk (so does 
Rev. 1:15) making it •first-born amongst" (partitive geni-
tive) the dead, 1.e., of the post-Adam world; (2) Christ is 
given primaoy over Adam not because, aa in primitive tradi-
t1on, God prefers Him Who 1a earliest on the soene, but (as 
nPwt:o~ol<o) is consistently used 1n both O.T. and N.T.) be-
cause of .some more pre-eminent reason for bestowing honor; 
(3) That reason 1s round 1n the overcoming by the •Last Adam• 
of the •r1rat !!_dam's" (humanity's) loss. I.e., Paul goes be-
yond the traditional praising ot Christ for H1s personal res-
urrection from a bodily death, (He was not the first to 
achieve this!) to bestowing on H1m the coveted •b1rth-r1ght• 
because out of a decaying humanity a new world 1s given 
b1rth; (4) •The blood ot h1s cross• (concluding the entire 
diacu·as1on 1n verse 20b) points to the reason for His cosm1o 
supremacy. By grappling with and succumbing to the murderous 
ev11 forces, He Joins them in their demise, and rises as the 
Creator-Victor, to await the worship and service of His new 
people.1iPw"to""to....-os , aa used 1n 1:15 •ot all creation• can 
then be UDderstood 1D terms of the redemption as it 1a d1s-
cuaaed above. 
21Satan•s will 1s to oppose God's plan and keep H1s 
people separate 1n sin from H1m and one another. 
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hateful lynching at their guiltiest on Calvary, and we 
observe in the risen Savior a crea tive power for love far 
beyond our fondest 1mag1nat1on. This is death creative and 
resurrection creating. This 1s why we bestow on Go.;11 ~ "Last 
Adam" the accolades that would be due any hero who could 
achieve the title "first-born from the dead," the Redeemer-
Creator, Who, out of an 1rreoonoilable, cosmic "segregation,• 
established vertical and horizontal peace for the world "by 
the blood of his oross.n22 
It is very significant that the verses immediately fol-
lowing this apex of our chosen paragraph apply two telling 
words to the past peaoeless segregation from which (Paul 
repeats!) the Cross had freed the Coloas1ans: 
And you, who once were estranged and hostile 1n m1nd, 
doing evil deeds, he has now reconciled 1n the body of 
his flesh by his death, in order to present you ho}! 
and blameless and irreproachable before h1m •••• 
Both of these words are used by Paul 1n a hor1;ontal as well 
as vertical applioat1on to the human s1tuat1on. 24 
We are indeed grateful to the apostle to the Gentiles 
for giving us a theology that 1s pre-eminently qualified to 
encounter the current world cr1s1s of racism. As surely 
22Col. l:20b. 
2:3co1. 1:21-22. 
, , 
24~lT,'?~).orP(Wf1EVOU5 (Eph. 2:12; 4:18; Col. 1 :21)6 
~~l e~&Povs (Roms. 5:10; 11:28; 12:20; l Cor. 15:25,2 ; 
Gal. 4:16; Phil. 3:18; Col. 1:21; 2 Thees. 3:1S.) 
so 
then as Chr1st is our pre-eminent Creator, so certainly 1s 
1t now the church's bounden duty as the bodily extension or 
her "Headn25 here on earth "through h1m to reoonc1le • • • 
all th1ngs":26 Because of this cosmic challenge our final 
project 1a to apply Paul's theology of Chr1st as the Creator 
.. 
of H1s Church to the contemporary racial problem. 
25Col. l:18a. 
26Col. 1:20. 
CHAPTER IV 
CHRIS':' CUEATES HIS CHURCH 
The Cnureu belong ~ , to the z- o... tr4Vt"'- creatod through and 
tor Chr1et. 1 The purpoae of th1s final chapter w1ll be to 
exam1ue Christ th Cr3ator •s 1ntent1ons when He sa1d • 
• • • 
I w111 bu1ld my church 
• • • Jesue spoke these wor4a 1D 
the presence or those hom He had chosen. They were people . 
This we muGt emphasize . The Church 1s the 9eople who have 
been colled into a no"~ extstenoe . One does ?2ot have to read 
st. Pnul very long to ae0 that h1s theology 1s true to this 
"common procl at1on of both o. T. and N. T.--Ood ' s deal-
ings with all that 1s meant by x;ianklnd.") Colose1ans pro-
ola1me thllt whatever Chr1et the head doe1 He doe& 1t ror or 
through H1s body oogpooed or people . We oboerve 1n Coloe-
a1ans the follo~1ng three "body ot Christ•4 teachings that 
l Col. l:16b-18. 
J Gustar W1ngren, Cre9t1on !nl!.!!l (Edinburgh: Oliver 
and Boyd, 1961), p. 10. 
40n1y Col. 1:18,24; 2 :19 ancl J :1S use O"WMO.., and none 
or these add •or Christ.• Henoe our material doe, not con-
centrate on an exegesis or th1e ooncept ao ram1liar to 
Bpbee1an• and Cor1nth1ana, but rather to an appl1oat1on ot 
Yerae 18 aa a whole, and 1n 1ta context 1n Colosa1ana. 
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apply also creatively to the challenge of racial barriers. 
Christ Creates One Organism of People Funct1on1ng as 
Children of the Second Adam 
God's encounter w1th humanity creates in Christ a new 
existence. "He is the head of the body, the church, he 1s 
the beg1nn1ng."5 The old nature 1s removed and man 1s given 
the new nature which 1s created after the singular image ot 
its Creator.6 The old depravation (from whioh the fallen 
man is renewed} is individualism, and the new "image• is one 
of fellowship. Yet man's new relation is not merely a pri-
vate one with God. Christ 1s the beginning! When Paul 
writes 1n Col. J:l: "Seek the things that are above, where 
Christ ls," he means that this victorious Christ 1s able to 
raise us from selfishness, from escapi ng responsibility 1n 
earthly th1ngs to fncing this respons1b1lity towards the 
earthly b:r•other. 7 The new man 1s a man of community. The 
old humanity was doowed 1n 1ts self-determined death, but 
Christ is the "matrix and pr1ua"8 or those who have been •born 
from the dea<l. ,.9 He 1s the One to watch for what the, new 
life will bring because He 1s God's beloved Son by Whom the 
5co1. l:18a. 6co1. ):9-lO. 
?As 1nd1cated 1n Col. J:Stt. 
8Joseph S1ttler, •called to Unity,• Ill!. Ecumenical 
Rey1ew, XIV (1962), 177. 
9col. 1:18, applying our rendering on page 48. 
SJ 
Father "has delivered us from the dominion of darkness and 
transferred us to the k1ngdom of his dear Son 1n whom we 
have redemption, the forgiveness of sons. nlO When we have 
learned to know the 1nfini;e love of th1s creative Redeemer, 
we Will be "filled with all the fulness of God.ull Those 
who have been called 1nto the fellowship of the Church are 
children of "The Last Adam," for "what 1s done 1n the Church 
counteracts the Fa11.nl2 The ba lance of God's creative plan 
was upset by the old, and reset by the ne~. In the old, man 
1dol1zed 1mag1nary emanations, 1gnor1ng his God and looking 
down on his fellowman. In the new, Christ the Creator is 
central, and man looks up to God 1n worship and out to the 
brother 1n what we might call "response-ab111ty•--the ability 
to respond to the image of the Creator -Christ. This 1s the 
Church of Christ. "She 1s His new oreat1on by water and the 
Wora.•13 This 1s then the raison d'etre of the body of 
Christ : we are redeemed (created into) one organism or 
people whose response to the Cross gives us a new ability 
to respond to the body. 
10 Col. l:lJ-14. 
11Eph. J:19. In Eph. l:2J Paul adds dThe fullness ot 
him who fills all in all <11Jvr~ EV rracrtv ). 
12c. K. Barrett, o.n., From first bS!m ll !&!.t (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19 2), p. 141. 
lJSamuel J. Stone, •The Church's One 
~ Lutheran Hymnal (St. Louis: Concordia 
~1), Hymn 473, stanza 1. 
Foundation,• 
Publishing House, 
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The work of the new Adam is not simply to produce a 
handful of new individual men, all bearing the image 
of the heavenly Man, but to produce ~ ~ YD.ll .2.t 
existence •••• 14 
In this new existen.ce the e etranged are reconciled and 
host111ty15 1s removed by t he Cross. we people of the Church 
are f1nd1ug ourselves caught up in the activity of renewa116 
as this proceeds from the Head and from the fellow members 
of the body. It is a renewal that is so intimately17 engaged 
in the proJeot1ng of the image of the Creator-Christ, that we 
cannot possibly see any threat in another member who may be 
of another class or race. "Here there cannot be Greek and 
Jew, circumcised and unciroumc1sed, barbarian, .Scyth1an, 
slave, free man, but Christ is all, and in a11. 018 In fact. 
we are so busy functioning under the impulses of our Creator-
Head, so mutually dependent on the ot.1er members of the body, 
and so actively engaged in passing on the life of H1m who 1a 
our "all 1n all,"19 that we are blind to any and all d1t-
feren oes. We all belong together! 
It 1s fitting at this point to make a direct applioat1on 
14 Barrett,~. cit., p. 110. (His emphasis.) 
1Sco1. 1:21-22. 
16
co1. 3:10 (~V~KtHVOUfi!VOY ). 
17Ib1d.; ~rt(~vwu/y (knowledge) can mean •un1on with•! 
18
co1. ):11--oomes after Col. 3:10! 
19co1. 3:llb. , ' ., " <wvri l(a ( ~ V 1TAO"I V • > 
ss 
to the challenge before the churches today to 1ntegrate. 
The savage Scyth1an and sophiat1oated Greek that Paul men-
tions beloug ·t;o the same church! If there 1a no other rea-
son for the "white" ohurc:nes of our land to welcome all men, 
1t 1s that all colors and classes or. mankind already belong 
to today's church. When a Negro Lutheran moves to town, the 
church council of the local par1sh cannot say of this 
brother: "He is not our business." The 1noreasing mobility 
of our society 1s forcing us to re-evaluate the "morality• 
of barring or segregating m1nor1ties from our m1ss1on and 
fellowship, since many of these approaching neighbors are 
already redeemed members of our one body, churoh people who 
not only need our acceptance, but who have something vital 
to offer us. Without these people Christianity has been 
much like a body with a vital member severed. 8 The eye oan-
not say to the hand, 'I have no need of you,' nor again the 
head to the feet, 'I have no need of you.••20 As these new-
comers now approach our ohurohes they should not be feared 
as a threat but welcomed as brothers who will enable us to 
become an integrated (whole) body. There 1s therefore no 
reason to avoid what will be a blessing to us. 
What has hindered the Church from realizing the tull 
meaning of the body of Christ? Our first ohapter 1nd1oated 
that it has been partly due to the 1nst1tut1onal1z1ng of the 
20, l. Cor. 12:21. 
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Church organism into a sucoeas-m1nded organ1zat1on.21 As 
people of lower economic groups surround our congregations, 
fear arises that the economic stability of the church may be 
affected. Rather than risk bankruptcy it seems logical to 
escape. Yet nowhere in Scripture are congregations com-
manded to be financially solvent. On the contrary, 1e are 
told to beware of actions that will keep the various members 
of the body apart from one another and the entire organism 
from 1ts mission. 
Are we not compelled to re-examine the nature or lth«fl 
••• congregation to wh1ch we belong, to see whether 
1t 1s a true community of those who are in Christ, or 
whether 1t 1s one of those human groups to which mortal 
man resorts 1n order to assert h1s self-identity within 
the state of his fall?2 2 
We also observe a real need 1n today's church polity to 
diat1ngu1sh between organism and organization. Our popular 
concept of the Church has perhaps suffered too much from the 
latter23 and neglect of the voluminous Pauline material 
supporting the former. Were the great itinerant apostle to 
visit our churches today, his conce~ would be the same: 
the un1ty of the ohuroh; organism before organization. 
It 1s 1ntr1ns1o to the Church's nature as a 11v1ng 
21 Supra., pages 7 and a. 
22 Da1auke Kitagawa, •Theolog1oal and Non-Theological 
Factors 1n Bace Relations," The Eowaepioal Rey1ew, XIII 
(April 1961), ))9. 
23Mart1n E. Marty,%!!§. New §hap; or Arper~ap Relig1op (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19S9, pp. l) )8. 
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organism that 1t be localized 1n one way or anothe~.24 
There can be no u.n1ty without a togetherness of the members. 
When Paul speaks of the looal1zed realm of the Church, how-
ever, he is chiefly concerned with the goa l of the program 
1n that place! In add1t1on to the danger of neglecting some 
people who already belong to the body, the~e is the posei-
b111ty of becoming so ingrown that we forget to function as 
God's mission to all men. The body of Christ has no time to 
admire itself. The theology of parishioners should always 
be directed away from spiritual narc1ss1sm to glorifying Him 
Who wills that we extend the image of Christ to the world. 
Thie direction may lead to a re-evaluation or even a revamp-
ing of the entire parish program, 1ts mission planning or 
any other phase of the "localized• Church. 
Christ Creates His Church 1n a Physical Environment 
Once a community has accepted a redemptive faith, the 
impact of their environment upon them forces them 
e1ther to narrow the1r concept of redempt1on by g1v1ng 
it an other-worldly interpretation, or to widen its 
reference so as to include the whole of their 
env1ronment.2S 
This 1s the way we would like to v1ew Dr. Sittler's plea that 
"nature as well as history is the theatre of grace and the 
24 
er. Col. 4:15: "the ehuroh 1D N7mpha's house.• 
Z§Allan Galloway.~ Cosmic Christ (New York: Harper 
and Brothers. 1951), p. 2)2. 
sa 
scope of redemption."26 We agree with him at least in hold-
ing that the theology of the cosmic Christ has as many 1n-
f1n1te possibilities of application as there are a magnitude 
of unredeemed forces (invisible and visible) busy estranging 
God's people, barring them from H1s fullness, and thereby 
preventing them from carrying out His great redemptive plan. 
Redemptive history deals with the healing of~. since 
1t was man, and not the whole of Creation, who violated 
the will of God. Man must be restored in order that 
God's Creation may become whole and perfect again, tor 
the injury lies in man ••• • 21 
In seeking to apply the theology of Christ as Creator to the 
contemporary scene, this writer would react to the above 
statement of S1ttler by accepting the word •history" but 
questioning the word "nature." We find an affinity to the 
cause of the National Assooiat1on for the Advancement of 
Colored. People as compared to that of the S0c1ety for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The former 1s concerned 
about the injustices that affect human beings. Dr. Sittler 
would have to agree that, although st. Paul could have 
1noluded neglected pets as a part of the creation of travail-
ing speotators, 28 it 1s w1th us oh1ldren that the puppies 
are empathetically groaning, to see when redemption w11i 
26 S1ttler, .sm,. s.11., p. 183. 
27
w1ngren, ~ • .9.Jil., p. 101. 
28Rom. 8:22-23. 
(W1ngren•s emphasis.) 
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finally suooeed in adopting~ bodies. 
Man•s bodies? Peopl~ with stomachs to feed, heads to 
shelter, minds to nourish, social needs to be met --is this 
the business of the Church? "The redemption of nature 1s 
cond1t1onal upon the redemption of man Just as much as the 
redemption of man 1s conditional upon the redemption of 
nature.n29 rJSrt1n Luther therefore saw the whole world of 
nature and history as inextricably related to the Church. 
Although he d1v1ded God's kingdom into "left and r1ght 
hand," and laid the final blessing on the right, he always 
remembered Adam's dominion over the oreatures,30 and 1n 
S1tt1er•s words affirmed as inherent in Christ 
God's proper Man for man's proper selfhood and 
soc1ety--the world political, the world economical, 
the world aesthetic, and all other commanded order-
ings of actuality which flow fro~ the ancient summons 
to tend this garden of the Lord.J~ 
Christ'E living organism cannot then ignore the physical 
environment 1n which people find themselves toda7. Bather, 
the Church 1s under an imperative to follow her Head 1n His 
' , 
creating oft~ 1T~Vt~• Christ's 11v1ng organism 1s the 
\ 
light of the world. "I am the light of the world; he who 
follows me will not walk in darkness but will have the light 
29Galloway, .22.• o1t., p. SO; ct. Hom. 8:18-21. 
JOHenry w. Reimann, Jr., . •Luther and Brunner on 
Creation." (Unpublished Master's Thesis, st. Louis: Con-
cordia Seminary, 1951), p. 74. 
Jl S1ttler, ga. c1t., p. 184. 
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of life.•32 
If the Church 1s the earthly embodiment that has •come 
to fullness ••• 1n him who 1s the head of all, •• • •33 
what then should be her pos1t1on toward •social action•? 
The provision of a decent minimum level of wages and 
decent housing, health, and school facilities to the 
hard-core minorities ••• may do more ••• than all 
the pious sermons preached 1n all the Protestant 
churches in America ••• • 3~ 
If nothing else, the Church as Christ's creation is to be 
an example 1n her own practises. In terms of the •social 
action" of 1nt egrat1on, our ohurohes have many doors to 
open. Opening these doors can possibly lead the parish com-
munity to follow eu1t.3S 
Once a parish 1s integrated, our social action would 
not be limited to passing out offering plates and hymnals. 
Dark, demonic power structures that are ravaging the people 
we would like to welcome must first be brought to our light, 
so that these brothers who have suffered so long from 
) 2John 8 :12. 33John 2: 10. 
34Karl H. Hertz, •The Church and soo1al Action,• 
Theology 1D. the J;,.ll!. S2t.. the Churoh, edited by Robert W. 
Bertram (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1963), p. 170. 
JSTh1a wr1ter was privileged to play a pastoral part in 
integrating within a short period or time over 75 Negro 
Chr1at1ana into a nearb1 all-white parish, and can Touch tor 
the resulting impetus for •social action• 1D an entire com-
munity. er. •Integration Said Smooth 1n 2 Lutheran Churches,• 
Alton Eyep1ng Telegraph (Alton, Illinois: May 2, 1963), p. 1. 
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disor1m1na t1.vc e:xplo1tat1on can be restored to all or nature's 
blessings. Then wherever we see 
plunder, pillage, rape, explo1tat1on, oppression ••• 
in the Lord's name end for the Lord's sake, we must 
protest no matter what the cost. For th1s 1s my ne1gh• 
bor 1n need, and I my.st s1ruply ask, 0 lJhat 1a 1t that 
I can do right now?aJO 
If as churchmen we follow nothing more than the pr1nc1ple or 
the functioning organism reaching out in love towards the 
fellow members.37 we will see a reason for the Church to pro-
test against social injustices. We have an obl1gat1on to 
speak because many 1nfluent1al figures among the powers be-
hind these wrongdoings are brother Chr1st1ans • .38 Therefore 
the church must also 
love the racist and redeem him. It must somehow set 
him free. ·w1 th the same love that 1 t 1s commanded 
to shower upon the innocent v1ct1m of h1a frustration 
and host111ty, the church must love the racist. More-
over, the churoh is called to love those who use and 
exploit both the racists and their v1ct1ms for per-
sonal wealth and pol1t1cal gain. The church must stand 
1n love and Judgment upon the v1ct1m, the v1ctim1zed, 
and those, both black and white, who exploit both. 
• • • .39 
In order to be creative •Christs" 1n terms of our 
36 6 Hertz, .22• £11., p. 1 8. 
J7 er. supra., p. S7tt. 
38James Sellers speaks boldly, yet compass1onately, to 
the segregation •theology• of h1s southern brethren. %bl. 
~ J!!!4 Chr1st1an Ethics (New York: Assoc1at1on Press, 
1962 ) , pp• llJ-45 • 
39
w111 o. Campbell, B!2!, ~ 1!l!. Re~ewal J2t. the Churob 
(Pb1ladelph1a: The Westm1nater Press, 19 2), P• 2S. 
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neighbor's needs we must also add our church's support to 
emerging vo1ces 1n both races by 1dent1fy1ng w1th their 
organized efforts to return all men to all of the oppox-t1m\-
t1es of Eden. 
To keep any c1t1zen of our community from developing 
to his fullest potential and capacity for production 
to the common good is to cripple 1nd1v1d~als and to 
deprive our oommun1t1es and nation of great natural 
resources. This 1s et one level folly. But for the 
man who 1e willing to be confronted by God, 1t 1s the 
realization of a grea t sin, the s1n of not helping a 
creature of God develop h1s full stewardship of the 
gifts God has given him.40 
So we remove the quotation marks from "social action" and 
say that this 1s a moral imperative. This 1s the very cause 
of the Crea tor-Christ. It was of such a godly crusade that 
the Crea tor's expe·ctant mother sang: 
He has put do~m the m1ghty from their thrones, and 
exalted those of low degree; he has filled the hungry 
with g ood things, and the r1ch he has sent empty 
away.41 
And 1t is by th1s type of activity that our Ohr1stus .Qsm.-
summa~42 w111 finally open to us the doors of the eternal 
Eden when He says: 
Come, o bleased of my Father, 1nher1t the kingdom 
prepared for you from the foundation of the world; for 
I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and 
you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed 
40Karl Lutv.e, •Those Awful Demonstrations," The 
Vanguard, X (August 196J), l. 
41 Luke, 1:.52-SJ. 
42 L. w. Thornton, The Common Mt! in the ~ .2t 
Christ (Westminster: Daore Press, 1942), p. 178. 
me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was s1ok and you 
v1s1ted me. I was 1n prlaon and you came to me.~J 
Christ Creates Through His People 
Finally we wish to set forth a few add1t1enal pr1nc1-
ples of the Creator-Christ concept applicable to a parish 
integration program: 
1. Christ as Creator adds new members to His body. 
Here the picture of the organism breaks down but we can 
apply the grafting concept.44 The epistles teach that when 
the body is doing its Job of sharing the Gospel, numbers 
will be added.45 But no enrollment quotas are set. If the 
stat1st1ca do not improve, either there has been a failure 
to project the image of Christ to all men, or the situation 
1s one 1n which God's people are simply called to give wit-
ness without any apparent sueoees. Chri st g1ves the growth. 
This much, however, 1s certain: When the ohuroh adds mem-
bers of another class or color, something is gained. It 1s 
therefore better to lose "offended" members and decrease 1n 
numbers than to fail 1n w1tness1ng to the universality of 
the Churoh. 
2. Christ strengthens the unity of His pe~ple through 
worship. The Coloss1ans undoubtedly grew 1n love towards 
43
viatt. 25:J4-36. 
44aom. 11:17-24, a tremendous 1ntegrat1on text. 
4Scr. Col. l:6a and 2:12 (Baptism adds new members.) 
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each other46 b y sharing 1n a common worsh1p4? w1th those 
,-,ho ha.vo ~hared the common Bsp t1sm. 48 The 1ncreased uae ot 
Holy Communion 1n our churches 1s teaching us the un1ty1ng 
power of th1e means of grace . Bather than being a cause tor 
fear 1n an 1ntegrat1ng congregation, the regular sharing or 
the common cup has proved to be a glorious experience of the 
merger 1n Chr1.st of redemption &Dd creation. 49 
3.. Christ creates thro11gh H1s suffering people. 
This 1o a J!!!lil qua .w;m. that God's people must be w1111ng to 
accept 1~ carrying out the pr1nc1ples set forth 1n these 
pages. The forces of evil w1th1n and w1thout the church are 
v101ously opposed to the true funct1on1ng of the Body or 
Chr1st. Just as these powers were toppled 1n the sutrer1ngs 
of the Head, ao they must be removed by the members through 
the same pr1nc1ple: •now I reJo1ce 1n my sufferings for 
your sake , and 1n my flesh I complete what 1s lacking 1D 
Christ' s arr11ot1ons for the sake of his body, that 1s the 
church •••• n50 Just as our Lord's suffering restored the 
world to the image ot the Creator, so we who now are 1D H1a 
46 Col. l:4,0; 2:2. 47 Col. J:12-16. 
48cr. bapt1~mal references 1n Col. J:5,8,9,10 aa 
they are followed by v. 11: 
49 Jim Kulp, ·No Outward B1aa to Uegro Shown by 
Lutherans,• Alton Evening Telegraph (Alton, Illinois: May 
9, 1963), p. J. 
SOco1. 1:24. Only tour verses between creation and re• 
dempt1on and even those deal with the people of the Cburoh. 
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image are to nr1n1sh off"Sl the Job. Th1s means letting 
those who rebel a ga i nst the pr1no1ples of the new organism, 
as well a s those who would a1ose themselves• under 1ts tunc-
t1on1ng, vent their host1lit1es on us. In applying the 
pr1no1ples of suffering to social action, we are saying noth-
ing strange, for the people of God who are the Creator-
Christ's Church 1n the world are 
r e sponsible to him, even when th1s means to bear the 
cr oss of economic boycott, of social ostracism, or 
perhaps even of violence. Each of us must also ask 
himself whether t o refuse the cross 1s not a betrayal 
of the c1tizensh1p God has bestowed upon h1m.S2 
Perhaps 1t would be wise for us to discontinue the word 
"even• when we refer to suffering, and bravely ask God the 
question, "Where suffer?,• for 1n this sharing ot our v1c-
tor1oue Head's aff l 1ct1ons there 1s nothing to rear, not 
even the monster of death: "Shall I tear, or could the 
Head r1se, and leave His members dead?"S3 
, 5lTh1s expression avo1ds the 1dea of 1nsuff1o1ency 1D 
uo-ctP1711t1to. yet · keeps the extension of the image. (er. o. 
H.P. Thompson, nEph. 3:lJ and 2 T1m. 2:10 1n the light ot 
Col. 1:24," !t!.!, Expository T1mts, LXII (March 1960), 
187-89 • 
.52 Hertz, ,22 • .5:.11., p. 168. 
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•Jesus Christ, My Sure Defense,•~ ~utherap Hlpmal (st. Louts: Concordia Publishing House, ~l ~HJ'am 20, 
stanza 2. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have undertaken to demonstrate that the current 
racial crisis 1n the United States oalls for a soundly theo-
logical solution. Although many churches are welcoming 
Negroes and integration is now considered 1mperative by many 
and at least inevitable by others, the problem still seems 
to be that of determ1n1ng what the Church's role should be. 
We suggested that such inadequacy stems at least 1n 
part from a failure of theological scholarship to make 
Christ the Redeemer, Who Paul says should be •pre-eminent 
in all things," pre-eminent 1n this crucial issue. Examin-
ing the material 1n Coloss1ans 1:15-20, we applied St. 
Paul's concept of "Christ as Crea tor" (which has been long 
neglected for reasons we conJectured) to the present dilemma. 
Taking the apostle's words: "~e 1s before~ things• 
as our starting point, we determined that all moral or 
ethical criteria affecting the racial conflict should be 
postponed until we have fully answered the question •who 1a 
Jesus Christ?" The solution to this contemporary problem 
does not therefore come. from the random teachings or example 
of Christ, but .rather from His being the Redeemer Who died 
and rose again. 
To show that this Christ 1s the Creator adequate for 
the challenge of racial 1ntegrat1on, we first examined H1s 
Creator nature : He 1s the God Whose will 1s to 0 hold a11 
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things together," 1.e., to un1fy the creation under H1s 
supreme rule. As the "image of the invisible God" He pro-
jeots God's character to man--H1s will to reconcile all 
things so that mankind, once "estranged and hostile" to-
wards God and one another, might find themselves renewed and 
returned to the unity of creation "through the blood of H1s 
Cross." As the "fullness of God" be1ng offered for the 
benefit of His people, Christ supplies us with all that we 
need to oarry out His w111 to "integrate" (a word 1nd1cat1ng 
unity or the achieving of "fullness") those who are estranged 
into one body. This "fullness" also represents a victory 
over all evil powers that are at work to distort and destroy 
the unity and fellowship of God's people implicit 1n Crea-
tion, since even these wicked forces were ttareated through 
and for Him" and His purposes. 
Taking a look at the earthly career of the Creator-
Christ we saw 1n the 1ncarnat1on of this "last Adam," 
especially in His victory over the Crose, the creative 
action by which God effects an ~integration" for all who 
once were estranged and hostile. 
Finally, we saw in the Church, the embodiment of 
Christ's creative w1ll to integrate. The children or the 
Creator-Christ, as members of the one organism, oan no 
longer function as independent, isolated individuals, but 
must survive and flourish 1n interdependent fellowship and 
growth through ~ommon worship with those from whom they 
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were formerly separated by social tradition and d1scr1m1na-
t1on. F1nd1ng themselves 1n a physical environment where 
many of the1r fellowmen are deprived of the full blessings 
of Creation, these "little Christs" extend themselves 1n 
courageous love as the healing hands of the Creator-Christ, 
and, are willing to suffer and die for the sake of H1B 
Body. 
APPENDIX 
POSSIBLE GUIDELINES FOR CHURCH LEADERS 
AS THEY FACE THE PROBLE~S AND OPPORTUNITIES 
OF THE CUHREN'.11 WORLD- WIDE RACE ISSUE 
1. A RETURN to the revolutionary spirit of the pr1m1t1ve 
Christian church (John J:J; Acts 5:18-19; Acts 17:6). 
2. REPENTANCE. F1rst, personal, 1n private conmnµ1ion with 
God. Second, a public proclamation of such personal 
repentance together with a call to repentance. 
3. A RE- EVALUATION of the 1nst1tution--that 1a, the organ-
ized church--in its relation to the will of God. 
4. PB.AYER for a Christ-inspired and Spir1t-f1lled determina-
tion to proclaim the will of God despite one's personal 
misgivings oonoern1ng the future of the organized church. 
S. TO BE RESIGNED to the will of God conoern1ng one's 
personal future stat~s, 1nolud1ng the possible loss of 
prestige and the danger of martyrdom. 
6. A DETEHMI NATION TO become vocal wherever silence implies 
denial of the incarnate Son of God, the Holy Sufferer 
of Isaiah's prophecy, Who shall then nsee of the travail 
of His soul and shall be satisfied." 
7. TO CHOOSE rather than suffer affl1ot1on with the people 
of God than to enjoy the pleasures of s1n for a season, 
esteeming the reproach of Christ greater r1ohes than 
the treasures of a complacent sem1-secular1zed church 
that offers ease and security while the sound of the re-
deemed of God--still wailing 1n bondage--haunts our 
steps by day and our bed by night. 
Which means accepting the company of those rejected, 
seeking the1r association and t~e1r friendship after the 
example of Him Who •ate with publicans and sinners,• 
healed the Syro-Phoen1o1an woman, praised the faith of a 
Roman centurion, went into th~ home of a despised 
Zaccheus, refused to call down f1re from heaven upon a 
Samaritan inn lceeper but 1nstead rebuked H1s own friends 
with the words, nyou know not what manner of spirit you 
are or. 11 
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a. TO BEI1EHBER that 1n God• s Kingdom as well as 1n this 
great democraoy--accord1ng to the Gospel on the one hand 
and our Amer1oan ideals on the other--there 1s neither 
East nor West, there is neither North nor South; the 
problem involved in American racism haunts !ll and the 
challenge to be both Christian and American 1s upon JU.1. 
9. TO HEED the solemn warnings of the Almighty 1n the voice 
of prophecy coming from the lips of the ancient seer, 
and apropos for church leaders 1n the year of our Lord 
1958; "0 son of man, I have set thee a watchman unto the 
house of Israel; therefore thou shalt hear the word at 
l'!y mouth, and warn them from Me. When I say unto the 
wicked, 0 wicked man, thou shalt surely die; it thou 
dost not speak to witrn the wicked from his way, that 
wicked man shall die 1n h1s 1niqu1ty; but his blood will 
I require at thine hand. Nevertheless, if thou warn the 
wicked of his way, to turn from 1t; if he do not turn 
from his we.y, he shall d1e 1n his in1qu1ty; but thou 
hast delivered thy soul." Ezekiel 33:7-9. 
Andrew Schulze 
Lutheran Human Relations Assoc1at1on 
of America 
Valparaiso Un1vers1ty 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
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